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Summer
Fun!

Sonoma County Fair July 22nd - August 4th
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SPACED OUT?
Four Seasons
has the Affordable Solution!

Four Seasons not only adds year-round living space, it also adds
value to your home. Create a special atmosphere that brings the outdoors indoors. Think of all the fun you and your family will have all
year long, rain or shine.

WE’VE
MOVED!

C a l l To d a y O f f e r E x p i r e s 7 / 3 0 / 0 3
Save Thousands During This Limited Time Offer!
Financing As Low As 51/2% To Qualified Buyers

NORTHBAY
SUNSPACE INC.

420 Lakeville Street • Petaluma, CA

707-769-8553
Lic. # B-337713

1225 No. McDowell Blvd.

(In the Petaluma Business Center (Between Ross & Clegg St.)
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Summer Fun
It’s time to have a wild time
for Summer Fun

I

t’s sizzling summertime
and time for Summer
Fun. Our cover girl,
Oriana Reis, thinks that
it’s going to be the best sum-

Boulevard North in historic
downtown Petaluma.
Having done a recent restaurant review there, we spoke
to the owner Mr. Yamamoto

July 20, 2003
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mer of her life. She recently about Oriana being on the
graduated as a Psychology cover of The Petaluma Post.
major from Sonoma State He agreed that Oriana would
enhance this month’s Summer
Fun cover as did photograI just the love the character
pher Derek Pearlman who
of this town, with its mix- we credit for these charming
images.
ture of urban and rural

cultures,
University and as part of the
National Student Exchange
program spent a year at
U.N.T. near Dallas, Texas.
Now she is preparing for
what she likes best: traveling. Her heritage is German,
French, Swedish, Irish and
English and she wants to visit
Europe this summer. So after
hanging around Sonoma
County a while longer, she
will be spending a month
in Europe visiting England,
France, Italy and Greece.
We met Oriana while she
was working as a waitress at
Hiro’s Japanese restaurant
located at 107 Petaluma

As the summer began,
Oriana continued doing Yoga
at Healing Lotus in Cotati,
running, swimming and
reading. She loves Sonoma
County because of its bounty
and beauty and wonderful
climate. She enjoys living
in Petaluma because of its

Sonoma County Fair with its
theme we will “Have A Wild
Time.” She wants to take it
all in and is especially looking
forward to visiting the Hall
of Flowers “African Odyssey.” She’s planning on going
to the horse races and rodeo
with friends and visit the new
Winebar at the Fairgrounds.
Then it’s off to Europe for
Summer Fun.
Upon her return she is
looking forward to working with young children in a
teaching or counseling capacity. She said, “I’m truly motivated to do this because kids
are the future. I even think
about being in another country helping and taking care of
children. It’s important to me
to present and teach quality as
a way of life regardless if I’m
teaching, traveling or waitressing. I find it important to
help make people enjoy their
experience.”
Oriana is committed to
finding solutions to make
the world a better place and
perhaps she will influence
others to do so with her chaunique location being so
risma and style. Her smile is a
close to the ocean and San
bit contagious. Wouldn’t you
Francisco. “I just the love the
agree? Meanwhile, she is off
character of this town with its
for some Summer Fun and
mixture of urban and rural
hopes that others enjoy this
cultures,” she said.
summertime.
Before leaving for Europe,
Oriana wants to enjoy the
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Sonoma County Fair
Junior Livestock Auctions scheduled

generosity, youngsters and
bidders alike start off the
morning with free donuts.
Mid-day, Safeway employees
can be found battling the
searing heat of the BBQs,
grilling over 1,000 hotdogs
to give away to our young
exhibitors. Safeway also
purchases market animals
from the young entrepreneurs.
Five Star Catering owners Bill
Cutting and Don Delahoyde
continue to provide annual
support to the JLA program
by donating coffee service
at the auctions, in addition
to purchasing a champion
animal each year. Bank of
America deserves a huge thank
you as well for providing the
auctions’ financing for over
three decades.

for July 24 and July 31

T

he Sonoma County Fair’s
Junior Livestock Auction
(JLA), combined with our
vast farm animal exhibit,
makes us one of the most
prominent County livestock
exhibitions in California.”
Livestock Manager Tina
Thomas, credits the parents

competition at the 2003
Sonoma County Fair, all
vying for top titles, ribbons,
trophies, and premiums in
the show ring. We anticipate
having over 850 head of
livestock go through this year’s
auction, making us one of the
largest auctions in the State

Hundreds of children and teens have signed up
to participate in the livestock competition
for this reputation, “A great
percentage of the kids entering livestock in the Fair each
year are not living on ranches,
nor are they raised in farming
families. They’re just average
suburban children whose parents recognize the opportunity to impart values like
leadership and responsibility
to their children.”
Hundreds of children
and teens have signed up to
participate in the livestock

of California. Much of the
success of the Junior Livestock
Auction is credited to the
Sonoma County community
at large that continues to bid
on, and purchase these market
animals. Top quality grain fed
steers, lambs, hogs, and rabbits
are bought individually by
Sonoma County residents and
businesses, or by volunteer
solicitors who purchase for
a number of clients (friends,
family members and/or local

business people).
The JLA is open to the
general public, and anyone
may bid on the animals. In the
event you’d like to purchase
an animal, but are unable to
attend the auction, call the
Sonoma County Fair Entry
Office 707.545.4203 for a
complete list of Solicitors.
The JLA would like to
thank the Sonoma County
Fair JLA youth program
sponsors.
Larry Bertolini, co-owner
of Western Farm Center, is
one such Sonoma County

Fair hero. Larry is a longtime
member of the Farmers Day
Committee. Known for the
last 40 years as the “Voice”
of the Sonoma County Fair
Junior Livestock Auction,
Larry has dedicated his time
introducing the youngsters
as they make their way into
the auction arenas, and then
announcing the business or
individual who purchases the
animal. And, Larry is the first
to offer to lend the Fair farm
supplies each year, as needed.
Safeway also deserves our
gratitude. Thanks to their

Go to the
Sonoma
County Fair
and have a
great time!
The Post
supports the
community.
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Sonoma County Fair
An African Odyssey Overwhelms The Senses

U

pon entering the
Hall of Flowers
your first reaction is to stop
and take a deep breath. To
take a minute to just look and
listen; to absorb the sounds,
smells and sights of an “African Odyssey.” The Sonoma
County Fair Hall of Flowers
Professional Garden competition is enhanced, for the tenth
consecutive year, by the creativity of Designer Greg Duncan. This year, Duncan has
concentrated his efforts into
creating a continent undivided, Africa, which is depicted in all its splendor and
glory, and sets the perfect
backdrop to the artistic &
fanciful garden displays created by this year’s participating nurseries, landscape architects, and professional gardeners.
Your first glimpse inside
the Hall of Flowers reveals the
majesty of Africa depicted in
the giant waterfall display in
which a family of elephants
frolics, periodically shooting
water at each other. The back
side of Elephant Falls, the
largest waterfall ever housed
in the Hall of Flowers, reveals
yet another smaller, more delicate waterfall cascading down
into a pool surrounded by
lush tropical garden displays.
The garden designs for
this year’s Flower Show are
dynamic and exciting. African Odyssey invites the
whole family to enjoy a safari
through a continent most of
us have never visited. “Africa has so many completely
unique environments, from
the Ancient Pyramids of
Egypt to huge, resplendent
waterfalls created by the crystal clear mountain streams
and rivers, to thousands of
animals roaming the plains
of Serengeti searching for sustenance,” exclaims Duncan.
“This is the type of experience
we strive to bring to families
that visit the Sonoma County

Fair. We want the transformation to take you into a whole
new world; to give children
and adults alike a taste of
something they may have
never before encountered.”
As you walk through
the Hall of Flowers, a glance
upwards reveals monkeys
swinging on vines. Kids
searching for African animals
will discover a giraffe nibbling
on the branches of a thorn
tree, and a zebra, cranes, and
flamingos gathered at a watering hole. Stroll through
vibrant displays featuring
souks (markets) from Casablanca to Marrakesh with
colorful hand-woven textiles
and blankets, pieces of fine
leatherwork, precious metals, bright-colored yarns
and cloth, fruits, and spices
spilling from their doorways.
Catch yourself humming
the Crosby, Stills & Nash
tune, Marrakesh Express,
“Colored cottons hang in the
air, charming cobras in the
square, striped djellebas we
can wear at home…wouldn’t
you know we’re riding on the
Marrakesh Express.”
Renowned muralists John
Mitchner and James Dowlen
provide the atmosphere with
their murals painted on all
four walls of the Hall. Pay attention to the detail in their
masterpieces. Mitchner’s mural lights up the hall with his
use of striking hues of rainbow
colors in the Serengeti scene.
A longer looks reveals Mount
Kilamanjaro set in the background as the sun sets on the
desert plain, with shadowing
thorn trees in the forefront.
At the south end of the hall,
the gentle muted colors of the
oasis struggle to capture your
attention, and quickly do.
The calm blues and tans in
the portrait reflect the barren
oasis of the desert, and provide depth and dimension as
a frame to the Great Pyramid.
Dowlen’s rural village reveals

the simple rustic, everyday life
led by many Africans, while
his picturesque South African panorama stretches from
Cape Town to the Great Isle

Rodeo Comes
to the Fair

this year’s exquisite garden
displays, hear the on-site
he PRCA Rodeo gallops
winner announced for the
into town for two perforSonoma County Fair 2003
mances
the first weekend of
Best of Show award, and
the Sonoma County Fair, FriThe Hall of Flowers reveals the majesty of Afday July 25 and Saturday July
26. Grandstand seats in the
rica depicted in the giant waterfall display
Chris Beck Arena are $7 each.
Saddle bronc riding, steer
of Madagascar.
meet Emmy Award winning
The thirty-foot Great Designer Greg Duncan, all wrestling, team roping, barePyramid, built by Master the while enjoying a variety back riding, calf roping, barrel
Carpenter Stuart Hoffman, of Sonoma County specialty racing, and bull riding are all
the developer of last year’s re- wines and hors d’oeuvres. on the ticket. The Sonoma
alistic sunken galleon replica, The proceeds from the Flower County PRCA Rodeo will
dominates the landscape. He Show Preview go to the feature the awesome strength
created this year’s master- Sonoma County Fair Schol- of top professional rodeo
piece primarily from wood arship Fund to benefit local cowboys and cowgirls from all
and steel. The artistic talents Agriculture students, and over the country, and deliver
of Duncan’s daughter, Car- to The Middle Way, a non- plenty of thrills as well. Preleen, provided the dimension profit agency. The Middle pare to see the sport’s very best
to the enormous statues of Way is dedicated to creat- athletes attempt to rope, ride
Ramses II, flanking the gush- ing specialized, high quality and wrestle some of rodeos
ing waterfall as it flows from services empowering adults rankest livestock battling for
the heart of the tomb. Search with challenges the tools to the $1,950 purse, per event.
for the treasures and relics master the skills necessary to Back by popular demand,
scattered inside the tomb, work, and participate fully in Sonoma County Fair favorand the replicas of papyrus their community. The funds ite, announcer and showman
capitals decorating the Hall, raised will be used to purchase Don Jesser of Idaho, will call
also made from carved and specialty equipment for The the competitions these cowpainted styrofoam.
Middle Way’s commercial and boys crave.
On Tuesday, August 5, residential landscape crew,
you’ll have a chance to pur- comprised of adults with dechase plants used in designing velopmental disabilities.
Sonoma County Fair’s “African Odyssey.” The Flower
Show Plant Sale doors will be
open from 7:00 a.m. – 3:00
p.m. All nursery plants displayed in the Hall of Flowers
will be sold.
Again this year, Fair supporters eagerly await the Hall
of Flowers Preview for the
first glimpse at the wonders of
Sonoma County horticulture.
The 2003 Sonoma County
��� �� ��� ��� ������ ������
Fairgrounds Flower Show
�� ��� ����� ����� ���
Preview takes place on Sunday evening, July 20 from 7:
00-9:00 p.m. Tickets are $25
each, and may be purchased
in advance at the Sebastopol
Middle Way Office, the Fair
����� �������� ������� ����
Administration Office, and at
������ � �����������
the door before the event.
This annual charity func��� �������� ���� �������� ��������
tion provides the opportunity
����� �������� � ����
� ����� �� � ����
to be one of the first to see

T

��������� ������
������ ������� � ���� �����
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Sonoma County Fair
Seabiscuit Bobbleheads, Big Money, and Jumbotron
Add to the Allure of Wine Country Racing

W

ine Country
Racing
is
back in town.
Sonoma
County, known globally as a
producer of some of the finest
vineyard grapes, has just as
impressive a 67-year record as
one of the leading on-track
horse race providers in the
country. Starting Wednesday
July 23 through Monday August 4, you’ll be able to experience the sights, smells, and
thrills of horse racing, Sonoma
County style. Daily first post
is 12:45 p.m., with no racing
on Tuesday July 29.
The Wine Country Racing season opens on July
23 with a free Seabiscuit
bobblehead promotion. Seeing that the release of the
eagerly awaited Seabiscuit
movie takes place the very
same week, we decided to
get you out of the gate with
a Seabiscuit bobblehead in
hand. Bobblehead collectors
and racing fans alike will be
happy to learn that Seabiscuit
bobblehead’s are free to the
first 3,000 paying customers
to purchase a racing grandstand or box seat ticket on
Wine Country Racing’s opening day.
While it’s true that Seabiscuit bobbleheads are pretty
quirky and cool, another
Wine Country Racing truth
is that the Sonoma County
Fair is also the host of a daily
racing promotion, and, it’s
one that can make you some
significant money.
For the first time ever,
Wine Country Racing will
give away $1,000 each day in
the Win, Place, Show promotion. This year, the Sonoma
County Fair gives prospective
horse racing fans a chance to
participate in the excitement
of live horse racing without
having to place a bet. To play,
fairgoers enter their names
and address on a Win, Place,

winning the Kentucky Derby
by a short nose. Cavonnier’s
half-brother, Argonnier also
owned by the Mr. & Mrs.
Walter’s, won the Redwood
Empire Stakes on the same
The Joseph T. Grace Handicap is the top stakes race at day that Cavonnier broke his
the Fair, with a purse of $100,000.
maiden at the Fair. The Cavonnier Juvenile Stakes will be
sen to win the race of the day pire Stakes, has been changed run on Sunday, August 3 with
(typically the 8th race). Upon to the Cavonnier Juvenile a purse of $40,000.
completion of the 8th race, Stakes in honor of Bob WalUp to thirteen races are
three names will drawn from ter, a prominent local horse scheduled on Fridays, twelve
Show form available on-track.
After filling out the form,
drop the completed form in
boxes specially marked with
the number of the horse cho-

the Elie Destruel Handicap
($40,000). The name of the
Fair’s premier race for twoyear olds, the Redwood Em-

The Petaluma Post
welcomes your ads
with our August
Edition
Featuring:
The Great Quilt Show
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the horses that won, placed,
or showed in that race. And,
voilá, another winner and
Wine Country Racing fan is
born!
The Joseph T. Grace
Handicap is the top stakes
race at the Fair, with a purse
of $100,000. The 32nd running of the Grace Handicap,
a distance race for thoroughbreds four years of age and
up, is scheduled for Saturday,
August 2, and promises to
attract the finest collection
of horses assembled in Santa
Rosa. The Grace is one of six
stakes races at the Fair. Other
top races include a $50,000
purse for the Finley Handicap
for sprinters, Luther Burbank Handicap ($40,000),
James F. Lyttle Memorial
Handicap ($40,000), and

owner/breeder, who passed
away this past year.
Fair Manager Jim Moore
is pleased that the Sonoma
County Fair Board decided to
honor Bob Walter by naming
a stake race in his memory,
“Bob Walter deserves this
home-track honor. He’s contributed so much to Sonoma
County, and to the sport of
horse racing. We’re pleased to
publicly recognize his contribution to the local horse racing community.”
Mr. Walter bred and raced
many, very good horses from
his ranch on Vine Hill Road
in Sonoma County. The most
famous of these was Cavonnier who won his first race as a
two-year-old right here at the
Fair, went on to win the Santa
Anita Derby, and just missed

on Saturdays and Sundays,
with ten races planned for
Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays.
Grandstand
patrons can simultaneously
wager on races from some of
the most prestigious tracks
in America, like Del Mar in
Southern California, and
Saratoga Racetrack in New
York, and watch the races on
Wine Country Racing’s giant
in-field “Jumbotron” screen.
Admission to the lower
level is free with fair admission. Upper reserved Grandstand seats are $3 per person.
Grandstand and Box tickets
can be purchased in advance
online at www.sonomacount
yfair.com, or during the Fair,
at the Fair entrance ticket
booths.

GET THEE TO
THE FAIR!
The Petaluma
Post Supports the
Sonoma County
Fair!
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American AgCredit
Sponsors
Sonoma Section
FFA Project Competition

A

merican AgCredit,
recently sponsored
the Sonoma Section Future Farmer’s of America Project Competition. Local high school
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Country Living

Gary Jatho, silver; Michelle
Marden, gold; Danny Medeiros, gold; Jessalee Wood,
silver. Elsie Allen FFA winners: Brendan Close, gold;
Sierra Taz Frey, gold; Lisa

Sonoma County’s New General Plan
Could Prevent Forest Conversions
Sonoma Group’s July 16th
Environmental Forum

P

eter Ashcroft, Sonoma
Group
Conservation
Committee Chair, to present
Sierra Club’s Forest Protection
Campaign.
The conversion of forests
and wild lands to vineyards
and agricultural use is a
pressing environmental issue
throughout Sonoma County.
At this environmental forum
Peter Ashcroft will describe
forest conversions and how
the Sonoma County General
Plan could stop them, but

only if a strong body of community activists who are educated about forest protection
are willing to demand it.
Time is limited, the Sierra Club invites the public
to learn about this important
issue and join the Campaign.
Wednesday, July 16, 2003
at 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. Environmental Center 404 Mendocino Ave., Suite A, Downtown Santa Rosa For More
Information: 544.7651

Read the Post for Local Events!
Petaluma FFA students:
Brian Gilardi, Ben Silacci, Jessica Botelho, Virgina Vouri, Christy Vouri, Erin Hagler, Brianna Monahan, Kelly
Stenberg

members are judged on their
knowledge of their project,
how well their project relates
to his or her career plans and
the degree of involvement in
the project. Students are also
judged on the neatness and
accuracy of their record keeping and their appearance and
presentation during the interview process.
Certificates were presented at La Strada Restaurant
during the awards program
sponsored by American AgCredit. Joe Moreda, Jr. of
Tomales FFA was the overall
winner in the junior division
with his dairy project. Nicole
Basurto of Healdsburg FFA
was the overall winner in the
senior division with her swine
and market beef projects.
Brian Gilardi of Petaluma
FFA was the recipient of a
$500 scholarship. Brian will
be attending Santa Rosa Junior College to begin his major in Agricultural Mechanics.
Participants and their
awards are as follows: Forestville FFA winners: Michael
Balich, gold; Tiffany Baxman,
silver; Natialie Canelis, silver;

Hammerich, gold; Joseph
Noisat, silver; Hettie Wayt,
sivler. Healdsburg FFA winners: Nicole Basurto, gold;
Dan Minaglia, silver; Abby
Neumiller, silver; Fred Ward,
silver. Petaluma FFA winners:
Jessica Botelho, gold; Brian
Gilardi, gold; Erin Hagler,
gold; Brianna Monahan,
gold; Ben Silacci, silver; Kelly
Stenberg, silver; Christy
Vouri, gold; Virginia Vouri,
gold. Santa Rosa FFA winners: Elizabeth Bohan, gold;
Heather Borck, gold; Caitlyn
Brendel, silver; Rebecca Nystrom, gold. Sonoma Valley
FFA winners: Emily Clopton,
gold; Brandon Downs, gold;
Ciara Enlow, silver; Heather
Hingtgen, gold; Clara Martin, silver; Tom Ramirez, silver; Joey Sevilla, silver; Peter
Strand, silver; Sarah Teves,
silver. Tomales FFA winners:
Anne Kehoe, silver, Jarrod
Mendoza, silver; Joe Moreda,
Jr., gold; Erin Passalacqua, silver; Erin Van Peer, silver.

Check us out on the web
www.petlumapost.com

ZANY
Store Closing
Everything 50% Off!
Business For Sale
Body Jewelry, Ear Piercings, Silver, Band T Shirts,
Candy and Much More...

186 Keller Street, Petaluma
(707) 766-7611

Sport Fishing

on the good ship
Hog Heaven

Daily Salmon Fishing
From Sausalito
415.382.7891
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Wine Country
Napa County Wineries
By Thomas Maxwell-Long

N

apa
County
Wineries
was
published
in
October 2002
by Arcadia Publishing. This
title is part of Arcadia’s successful “Images of America”
series and follows Thomas
Maxwell-Long’s first book,
Sonoma County Wineries,
published in 2001.
California’s Napa Valley is
renowned as one of America’s
premiere winemaking regions.
The roots of this heritage trace
back to the 19th century, when
European vintners traveled to
America in search of the rich
soil and Mediterranean-like
climate needed to support
vineyards. They found it
in the Napa Valley, and by
the mid-1850s production
was booming. The tourism
industry in wine country
began around this time as
well, as residents from San
Francisco sojourned to the
less populated valley area.
This new history of Napa
Valley winemaking uses
historic photographs from
the late 1800s and early 1900s
to provide a window to the
past. Included are images
of the original winemaking

families, such as the Beringer
Brothers; the incredible
houses and mansions built
for these families, like the
Gothic Revival main house
built by Inglenook’s founder;
and even a 1956 fashion show
held at the Beringer Brothers’
facilities.
Also depicted, in the
second of the book’s three
chapters, are fascinating
photographs of winemaking
during the post-Prohibition
resurgence. From the large
vats used to crush grapes to the
vast oak storage tanks, readers
will learn how winemaking
was accomplished in the days
before automation.
Thomas Maxwell-Long
has also authored Sonoma
County Wineries for Arcadia
Publishing. He is a graduate
of Sonoma State University
and a former resident of Napa.
Currently, he is working
on his Ph.D. in history at
the University of California
– Riverside.
It can be purchased
online (barnesandnoble.com,
amazon.com,
etc.)
or
directly from the publisher
arcadiapublishing.com,
888.313.2665.

7th Annual KJ
Heirloom Tomato Festival

T

he 7th Annual KJ Heirloom Tomato Festival
will feature food and wine
pairings utilizing the more
than 175 heirloom tomato
varieties grown in the Kendall-Jackson culinary garden,
cooking demonstrations and
wine education, a tomato art

$19.99, Paperback – 128 pages , ISBN 0-7385-2057-8

World’s Largest BLT To Be Constructed
At This Year’s Kendall-Jackson Tomato Festival

exhibit and live entertainment. Tickets are $40 in advance and include food sampling, four wine tastings and a
n attempt to break the
logo glass. Slated for SeptemGuinness world’s record
ber 6, 2003 at Kendal-Jackson
Wine Center. For more infor- for the largest bacon, lettuce
mation, contact www.kj.com and tomato sandwich (BLT)
will be just one of the highor 800. 769.3649.
lights of this year’s KendallJackson Heirloom Tomato
Festival on Saturday, Septem6. Coordinated by local
Support your Local ber
food and wine writer and radio talk-show host Michele
Sonoma County
Anna Jordan, a team of more
Vineyards!
than dozen people will create
a 100-foot long BLT. Slices

A

Drink Wine!

will be sold to Tomato Festival sign autographed copies of
attendees for $2 each. Pro- her new book, The BLT
ceeds will benefit the Cooking Cookbook.
School for Young People, a
Sonoma County non-profit
ABOUT TIME!
education program. Local
New Portable Spa
food producers will be in$2495
volved as well. The bread is
#T140 Energy Efficient
Plugs into 110 Volt Electricity
being donated by Artisan
Bakers, bacon from Niman
Ranch and tomatoes from Tomato Queen and the Kendall707-528-3061
Jackson Garden. Author Jor- 709 Santa Rosa Ave., Santa Rosa
dan will also be on hand to
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We’ll Never Forget You
Bill Soberanes
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Music
All Nations Bigtime August 2 - 3
Entertains At The Petaluma Adobe

Charles Schultz

Excitement stirs the air
at General Vallejo’s Rancho
Adobe Saturday, Aug. 2 and
Sunday,
August 3 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. when the 6th annual All Nations Bigtime, a
gathering of Native American
artists, dancers, musicians,
and craftspeople representing
various Northern California
tribes, takes place.
The huge courtyard of the
Petaluma Adobe at the State
Historic Park, 3325 Adobe
Road is filled with activity
as visitors browse and chat
with basket weavers, artists,
and dancers. The site comes
to life with colorful art, the
haunting strains of Native
American flute music, and energetic dancing accompanied
by drum music. Clothing,
gourds, drums, jewelry, gift
items, artwork in various media and more are on display.
This event affords a unique
opportunity for cultural interaction with many talented
craftspeople who display their
merchandise and explain
skills.
Delectable Indian tacos
are on hand for purchase, or
visitors often bring a picnic
lunch. A self-guided tour

JERRY’S

8/3/03

Tree Service

OVER 21 YEARS EXPERIENCE

LOCALLY OWNED SERVING
SONOMA & MARIN

Licensed/Bonded & Fully Insured

CCL #806641

F R E E ES T I M AT E S
707-778-8264

of the restored Adobe rooms
and interpretive displays adds
depth to the day’s experience.
Archaeological tours are also
offered at intervals throughout the day. Both tours highlight the importance of the
Petaluma Adobe in Mexicanera California history.
The Petaluma Adobe,
the largest secular adobe in
California, was the working
ranch supporting General
Vallejo’s 66,000-acre Mexican
land grant that stretched from
Petaluma to Benicia. The
main economic activity of the
rancho revolved around the
hide and tallow trade; both
of which were used as items
of exchange. During its productive years, the Adobe produced crops of wheat, barley
and corn, and manufactured
carpeting, blankets and clothing. Blacksmiths turned out

horseshoes, spurs, handmade
nails, tools and other metal
items. The tannery produced
finished leather for use in
making saddles, bridles and
other leather goods.
All Nations Big Time
admission is $5 for ages 17
years and up. For more information, call 707.769.0429 or
877.273.8258.

T

he Petaluma Post is
Online at:



PetalumaPost.com

Become a charter
advertiser and save.
For $20. a month
you can promote your
business or event online!
See us online for
details.
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Music
Petaluma Summer Music
Festival

T

he 16th Annual
Petaluma Summer
Music Festival begins Aug. 2 with
“International Nosh Night”
at 7 p.m. and continues
through Aug. 23, with the
best in classical, pop, and
world music at the historic
Cinnabar Theater and other
appealing Petaluma venues.
As always, the Festival
features a banquet of musical
delights, including candlelight concerts, jazz standards,
a return of “Music in the
Mansion,” Cinnabar Family
Opera, the Cinnabar Opera
Theater and a few new surprises. With such a diverse
and eclectic mix, there’s
always something for every
musical taste during this renowned event.
A Cinnabar Opera Theater production of “The
Moon” and opening night
festivities featuring The
Artifacts, along with an “International Nosh Night” are
among the features of this
year’s Festival.
The Candlelight Concerts
are often held at the historic
Cinnabar Theater, a refurbished Mission Revival style

former schoolhouse, where
aged wood and raised ceilings
create a perfect setting for the
intimate harmonies created by
some of the world’s greatest
composers. The return of the
popular “Music in the Mansion” event features a guitar
concert in one of Petaluma’s
stunning Victorian homes.
Please call the Cinnabar
Theater at (707) 763-8920
for tickets, concert information and Petaluma Summer
Music Festival brochures.
Tickets may be purchased in
advance by phone or
FAX
(707-763-8929)
with Visa or MasterCard.
Tickets may also be purchased
at the Cinnabar Theater box
office, 333 Petaluma Blvd.
No., from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday, or
by mail with check or money
order. Seating is limited; so
advance purchase is highly
recommended. Discounts are
available for multiple ticket
purchases.
For a free Official
Petaluma Visitor Guide,
Visit Petaluma, please call
707.769.0429 or toll free
877.273.8258 or by request
at www.visitpetaluma.com .

farm inspired the work for 5 to 7:30 pm.
For more information
this exhibit, which captures ‘a
way of life’ that has endured, call Sebastopol Center for the
with energy, honesty and pas- Arts, 829.4797.
sion, over the years. A reception for the artist will be held
Portraits, a juried exhibit
on ArtWalk Thursday, July 3,
featuring original work that
express the character and
uniqueness of the subject.
Maurice Lapp, who holds an
M.A. from the Art Institute of
Chicago, and is an instructor
at Santa Rosa Junior College,
will jury the exhibit. The
show runs through July 13,
2003.
In Gallery II, concurrent with the Main Gallery
REECE DELAND
Classes and Workshops
exhibit, SCA presents A Way
1900 Petaluma Blvd. No.,
Available For All Ages
of Life, work by Diane Toso.
Petaluma, CA 94952
PHONE: 707-763-9364 • EMAIL: rdeland3@aol.com
Toso’s parents and family
WEB: www.hometown.aol.com/rdeland3/index.html

Sebastopol Center
for the Arts
Exhibits

Presents: “NUMBER NINE”
CONTEMPORARY QUILTS

The Petaluma
Mail Depot
UPS
MAILBOXES
FEDERAL EXPRESS COPIES
U.S. MAIL
NOTARY
www.petalumamaildepot.com

MONTHLY
PARKING

Mon-Thurs 8-6
Friday 8-5 40 Fourth Street
PHONE (707)
Saturday 9-3 Petaluma, CA 94952
FAX (707)

762-8150
762-8158

melissa hatheway
margaret kay
carlene keller
carol keller
carol larson
kathy martin
milly matheson
jeri o’connor
louisa otis
kathy wall-polin
JULY 5 - AUGUST 9
ARTISTS RECEPTION: JULY 19, 5:30 - 7:30 PM
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Adams To Welpott

Arts

Bettie Page, Icon Of The 50s
will be concurrent exhibitions at the

Barry Singer Gallery
The Artist’s Reception
with Jack Welpott will be Saturday June 28, from 5 - 7, and
the exhibitions will continue
through Saturday, August 16,
2003.
The consummate artistry
of Ansel Adams needs no
introduction, but among the
photographs which will be
on display are vintage prints
from his very earliest visits
to Yosemite in the 1930’s.
Other, seldom seen images
will lend additional perspective on Adam’s vision.
Jack Welpott has been
creating photographs for

over half a century and has
explored the nude, “painting with photographs,” and
keen portrayals of places and
people of earlier days. He
has also experimented with
color photographic collages
and black and white abstractions. Welpott’s work is in
prestigious institutional and
private collections and has
been exhibited in numerous
museums.
In addition to work by
Adams and Welpott, the gallery will display a selection
of photographers including
W. Eugene Smith, August
Sander, Walker Evans, Brigitte Carnochan and Jeffrey
Becom.
The model Bettie Page,
with her distinctive hairdo,
was the most photographed
pin-up girl in the U.S. from
1952-57. Her image continues to adorn popular items
today, and they are fortunate
to have a number of vintage 4
X 5 prints of this mysterious
celebrity.

Juried Sculpture
Exhibit & Artist’s
Reception
Sculpting
Transformation

Located in picturesque
Petaluma, California, the gallery is forty-five minutes north
of San Francisco, at the entry
to the Sonoma/Napa wine
country. In addition to these
exhibitions, Barry Singer Gallery continues to offer masterworks of vintage photography,
as well as a growing selection
of outstanding international
and local contemporary photographs.
The gallery is located at
7 Western Avenue, Petaluma,
CA. Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Visit
their
website
singergallery.com to view the
exhibition.

A
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juried sculpture exhibit,
Sculpting Transformation, will be on view at the
Cloverdale downtown Plaza,
Cloverdale Boulevard & Second Street from June 14th
through October 1st. Eight
professional Sonoma and
Mendocino county sculptors
will exhibit one piece; each
piece is unique through different uses of materials and
interpretation of transformation. The artists involved in
Sculpting Transformation are
Jeanine Grimes, Joe Hawley,
Kenyon Lewis, Will Ross,
Ron Siegemund Bryan Tedrick, Nick Westbrook, and
3D Edddy.
Also on view is a public
art
project,
Cloverdale
Transformation
Art,
a
sculpture
made
from
construction materials. This
unusual sculpture spans a mile
down Cloverdale Boulevard.
This exhibit is one in
a series of events, titled
Cloverdale Transformation
Art, to be held during the
redevelopment of Cloverdale
Boulevard.
Sponsors of
this exhibit are the City
of Cloverdale and the
Cloverdale Arts Alliance. For
additional information call
707.894.1778.

Quilt Exhibit
Opening

G

allery One presents an
Exhibit of Contemporary Quilts – “Number Nine,”
July 5 to August 9. The Artists
reception will be held July 19,
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Gallery
One is located at 209 Western
Avenue in Petaluma. Gallery
hours are Monday to Saturday
11:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
on Sundays 11:00 a.m. to 4:
00 p.m. For further information call 707.778.8277.
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Wine Country
Erik Olsen Named Winemaker For
Clos Du Bois

I

n a move that solidifies a
commitment to excellence,
Jim DeBonis, Chief Operating Officer for Allied Domecq
Wines USA, announced today the appointment of Erik
Olsen as Vice President Winemaker for Clos du Bois Winery. In his new position, Olsen
will head up the winemaking,
enology and quality control
departments and will be directly responsible for the dayto-day winemaking activities
at the winery.
An industry leader and
published author, Olsen’s
career spans two decades of
winemaking, most recently
at Chateau Ste. Michelle in
Washington. He brings an
impressive educational background to the position with
a Bachelor of Science degree
from UC Davis, a Master of
Science degree from Cornell
University and a Master of
Business Administration degree from the University of
Washington. His innovative
approach to winemaking has

garnered Olsen over 50 wines
with 90-point or better scores
from the Wine Spectator
spanning the last 10 vintages.
After relocating to California, Olsen will begin his
winemaking responsibilities
at Clos du Bois at the end of
June 2003. “I am elated at the
opportunity to join Clos du
Bois, get back to my roots and
work with the fruit of Sonoma
County,” states Olsen. “I look
forward to the challenges and
rewards that my future with
Allied Domecq Wines and,
more specifically, Clos du
Bois will bring.”
“Erik’s skill as a winemaker is remarkable and is
evident in the high acclaim
he routinely receives from
consumers and wine critics
alike,” says DeBonis. “We are
thrilled to have him join our
team and are confident that
his artistic touch will complement the wines from our flagship brand, Clos du Bois.”



New Mayo Winemaking & Hospitaliy
Facility Set To Open In July

T

hrough the midst of the
economic
downturn
consumers may have turned
away from $100 Cabernet
and embraced “2 Buck
Chucks. “However, Mayo
Family Winery in Sonoma
Valley suggests there is evidence that wine drinkers have
stayed loyal to producers who
have maintained a unique, artisan’s approach to winemaking and have a history of
maintaining fair pricing too.
Jeffrey Mayo, General Manager of his family’s winery,
thinks the July opening of
their new winemaking and
hospitality facility in the heart
of the Sonoma Valley is just
such evidence.
“No business is fully recession proof,” says Mayo,
“but we experienced our best
year ever in 2002 and 2003
looks to be even better. What
we’ve figured out is wine lovers will stay loyal to a brand
if they feel they are getting
something unique and something of value.”
“Premium Value” Approach Works “Premium
Value” is what Mayo calls his
approach to success in the
wine business. That approach
will be on greater display
when his family opens its
new winery and hospitality

.00

$10

facility in July. The new facility is located on Highway 12
in the heart of the Sonoma
Valley wine growing region,
between Arrowood Winery
and Kunde Estate Winery at
the entrance to the village of
Glen Ellen. The hospitality
and tasting room portion of
the new facility will play up
the winery’s commitment to
single-vineyard winemaking
and place an emphasis on
education and the geography
of wine growing.
We want to offer our
customers a premium value
by giving them highly unique
wines at fair prices,” explains
Mayo “We only make small
amounts of single vineyard
wines from proven vineyards
and we price these wines
fairly, usually between $15
and $30. So far this formula
has been a success at the two
co-op tasting rooms where
we’ve presented our wines the
past seven years.
Pioneering Co-op tasting
Room Leads to Home of their
Own
The Mayo Family Winery is a pioneer in the Coop tasting room trend that
has developed over the past
decade. The Mayo family’s
“Family Wineries of Sonoma
Valley” Co-op tasting room in

Kenwood was opened seven
years ago and was the first facility in the Sonoma County
to offer visitors an introduction to a number of small,
family wineries in one space.
Five years later, the Mayo’s
opened a second Co-op tasting room, “The Cellar Door”,
in the town of Sonoma on
the grounds of The Lodge At
Sonoma.
“Our new winery and
tasting room is a confirmation of the success of the slow
growth and ‘premium value’
approach to winemaking and
marketing,” says Mayo. “We
are convinced that our focus
on producing small-batch,
unique, vineyard-designated
wines at reasonable prices is
the real reason we have been
able to open our new winery
in the midst of an industry
downturn.”
Single Vineyard Winemaking Means Going Where
the Grapes Are Mayo Family
Winery produces approximately 5,000 cases annually
divided among 10 to 12 different wines. They own two
vineyards: the “Ricci Vineyard” in Healdsburg where
they grow Zinfandel and
their “Laurel Hill Vineyard”
in Sonoma Valley where they
grow Chardonnay and Pinot
Noir. They source grapes from
a number of other vineyards
including the “Los Chamizal
Vineyard”, “Laurent Vineyard, and Piner Ranch Vineyard” in Sonoma County and
the “Page-Nord Vineyard and
“Emma’s Vineyard” in Napa
Valley.

HOURS:
Tues-Thurs 10-3:30 p.m.
Fri-Sun 8-5 p.m.

• Newer, well-maintained facility
• Launch ramp for trailerable boats For Rates & Information Call:
• Easy freeway access
• Ample parking near berths
781 Baywood Drive Petaluma, CA
• Fuel dock and pumpout on site
(101 North or South, take Hwy. 116 East exit)
• City-provided security

707-778-4489
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Theater

Live Theater in Sebastopol

Sean Curran Dance
Company On Stage
July 11 & 12
Sean Curran, who cites
Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, and
Buster Keaton among his
major influences, brings his
celebrated dance company
to Sonoma State University’s
Green Music Festival at 8
p.m. on Friday, July 11 and
Saturday July 12 in the Evert
B. Person Theatre on the
Rohnert Park campus.
The Sean Curran Dance
Company will perform an
evening of innovative chochairs
with
a
safe,
some
dyreography to the music of
The American Dream at eight o’clock. Admission is
namite,
and
a
million
dolIars.
Janacek, Kreisler, Dvorak.
Theatre in Sebastopol pres- just ten dolIars. For more info
Anything’s
possible!
This program combines live
ents the hilarious comedy call 707.538.7543.
dancing with the virtuosity
“Remain Seated” unites
“Remain Seated”, July 18th
of chamber musicians in a
through August 9th, 2003, two lovestruck comedians,
“conversation” between sound
at the Subud Hall, 234 a crooked doctor and nurse,
and body that is unique to the
Hutchins Ave and Route 1l6, a conniving lawyer, and two
Green Music Festival.
on Friday and Saturday nights passionate women in wheelCurran will be accompanied on stage by Festival Artistic Director Jeffrey Kahane
on piano and San Francisco
symphony violinist Margaret
Batjer. The performance will
feature Currants signature
athleticism, complex musicality7 and powerful emoOVER 21 YEARS EXPERIENCE
tion enhanced by a blend of
LOCALLY OWNED SERVING
physical virtuosity and lively
SONOMA & MARIN
comedy. The New York Times
described Curran as “...an
irrepressible genie, erupting
into swift-footed shifts of
emotional imagery...A quick
change-artist who turns one
character into another before
our eyes.”
Licensed/Bonded & Fully Insured
Tickets are available
CCL #806641
through the Festival box ofF R E E E S T I M AT E S fice, (707) 546-8742, or on
its web site at www.greenmu
707-778-8264
sicfestival.org. Cost is adults
$30, seniors $25, youth $15.
DI A BL O
Curran began his dance
Funding Group
training with traditional Irish
PHONE: (800) 605-5557
step dancing as a young boy
FAX: (925) 838-6777
in Boston. He was awarded
NO INCOME / NO ASSET VERIFICATION / NO HASSLE LOANS
a 1998 Choreographer’s Fel• Cash-Out Loans For Any Reason
• FHA/VA/PERS
lowship from the New York
• Debt Consolidation
• Second Homes
• Equity Lines and 2nd Mortgages
• Construction Loans
Foundation for the Arts.
• Lowest Jumbo Rates!
• Commercial Loans
He will instruct young
dance students in a week-long
“Exclusive Commitments From a Major Bank
To Offer You Below Market Rates.”
residency, including dance

“Remain Seated” Opens July 18th

The post Supports the Arts

JERRY’S

Tree Service

technique and composition,
culminating in Greenfarmfest’s Summer Arts forYouth
performance on Saturday,
July 26.
For Greenfarm information, call 707.664.3312.
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Home & Garden
Honey Bee Secrets

T

he
HoneyBees
(APIS
MELLIFICA) have been
around for nearly
30 million years, give or take a
week or so. The most well
known of the many talents of
the honey bee is its ability to
make honey. For thousands of
years man has raised the hardworking honeybees to produce honey by sucking the
nectar from flowers. In order
to collect 1 gram of nectar, the
bees have to make approximately 50 flights, to accumulate 1 pound of honey; it is
estimated that 7 million hours
of flying time are required. In
addition to honey, this incredible creature rewards us with
other fantastic products I will
go into later.
The most popular breed,
especially in Italy, is the Ligustica. However, its genetic
originality has been nearly
lost as it is crossbred with
Eastern Europe breeds. The
pure Ligustica still live in Aushalia and Hawaii having been
imported Dom Italy.
A working bee lives a very
busy but short life with an
average life span of six weeks.
Its life begins as an egg, a millimeter or so long, laid by the
queen bee. After three days, a
larva develops which is then
nurtured by the adult bees,
first with royal jelly for about
3 days, and then with pollen
and honey. Only the Queen
bee is always fed with Royal
jelly. After 21 days, the new
working bee comes out Dom
the cell and starts its life of intense work. First, she devotes
herself to housecleaning, so to
speak. She then turns to feeding larva and the Queen because the Royal jelly gland has
developed. Soon the glands
that produce wax become
active and the working bee
switches jobs to the building
of cells in the Dame for future
storage of larva or honey. The
work duty continues as the
bee becomes a guard at the

by Angelo Ibletto

entrance of the hive and then
at last, in the final week of the
bee’s life, it takes on the most
The bee converts itself
into a bottinatrice and goes
to harvest the nectar of the
flower, which becomes honey
as the bee flies back home.
Inside the beehive the
flow of work by the bees is
governed by chemical signals
emitted by the Queen. The
role of the Queen is vital for
the continuation of the hive.
Mario Colombo, professor of
apiculture at the University of
Milan, says that the beehive is
a live organism with the queen
as its heart. If thousands of
bees are lost, nothing would
happen, but if the Queen dies
the entire beehive structures is
gone.
The first man to establish the theory of the beehive
being a super organism was
the Austrian zoologist Karl
von Frish, 1886 - 1982. He
established his theory in the
1950s. He later became the
Nobel Peace prize recipient
for medicine in 1973. Mr.
Frish believed that in the beehive, the Queen governs both
the reproductive and nervous

functions by emitting chemical substances. The swarm
of working bees within the
hive represents the digestive
and muscular systems of the
organism.
Now let’s talk a little
about the other magnificent
products of the honeybee;
propoli, pollen and royal jelly.
These are far less known to
man but are without a doubt
more interesting than the
sweet honey. They are considered extremely therapeutic.
Dr. Marco Lombardoni, president of the Italian Federation
of Homeopathy is a leading
expert on the use of these
elements for a wide range of
health problems Dom a simple sore throat to major intestinal inflammations. Propoli:
A Greek word meaning in
front of the city. The bees use
propolis to make the opening
to the entrance smaller. It also
sterilizes the hive and its antiseptic property has been used
in traditional medicine since
early times. Propoli is a complex mixture of natural components the bees harvest from
budding trees like Poplar, Fir,
Willow and Oak.

WWW.PETALUMAPOST.COM

Piergiorgio Pietta, head
of research for the Institute
of Biomedicine Technology
for the National Council of
Research said that regardless
of where the propoli comes
Dom5 it is comprised of resin,
wax essential oils, pollen and

compounds such as Fenolici
Acids and Flavonoidi. It’s
these last two substances that
produce anti-inflammatory,
antiseptic and antibiotic medications. The most common
use of propoli is for throat
infections and mild breathing
ailments.

Pollen
Pollen is the seed of the
male flower which the adult
bees are feeding to the larva.
Pollen, therefore, is the creator of life. Not only because
it is the base nourishment of
such busy insects, but also because it gives life to new fruit
and new trees as it is flown by
the wind or transported by the
bees Dom tree to tree. Pollen,
an energetic concentrate, is
the substance that maintains
the secret of development and
the continuation of the

Species
According to Dr. Fabio
Vicinelli, a homeopathic physician, 20 of the 22 essential
amino acids can be can be
found in pollen. Amino acids
are important to our health
because they are the building
blocks, which our organisms

use to construct the protein
we need. Pollen also consists
of simple sugar, especially
glucose and fructose, vitamin
C, and minerals such as potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, phosphorous, iron,
copper and zinc.
Marco
Lombardozzi,
a doctor and president of
the Italian Federation of
Homeopathic Doctors says
that pollen is a very effective
energizer with anti-inflammatory properties. So the intake
of pollen is a simple way to
regain energy and functional
equilibrium.
We have to keep in mind
that some of us might be allergic to propoli and pollen
and therefore should be used
prudently by first testing a
drop or two on the skin to
make sure you don’t have a
reaction. The allergens come
on the wax, so if you do have a
reaction to the drops, look for
propoli with the wax removed
before taking internally Anyone who suffers from hey fever has to be very careful with
pollen.

Royal Jelly
Royal jelly is a food fit for
a queen, that is a queen bee.
The Queen eats royal jelly
all her life. As I mentioned
before, the larva, or future
working bees, eat royal jelly
only for the first three days of
the existence after they hatch
from the egg. Royal jelly is a
white yellow gelatin produced
by the working bees. According to Fabio Vicinelli, it is
comparable to mother’s milk.
In effect, royal jelly is the only
product inside the beehive
that contains fat, about 10%.
Also, we find protein, all
The royal jelly has very
important nutritive properties
and is used to stimulate the
defense system of the human
organism. Therefore, royal
jelly is very necessary for children, older people and athletes according to Dr. Pietta.
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Natural Bee
Product
Remedies
Dr. Vicinelli’s Medicinal
Uses of bee products.
ACNE
Use an ointment of 10%
propoli applied two or three
times daily. Known to work
even when other therapies
fail.
LOSS OF HAIR
Massage scalp every day
with a 30% propoli ointment. Leave on the scalp 10
minutes then rinse out. Good
results may appear after 1 or 2
months.
HIGH CHOLESTEROL
Excess fat in the blood is
primarily due to a wrong diet
or irregular liver metabolism.
To rebalance these values
within a two month span,
take 4 tablets daily of pollen,
which is equivalent to 2 tablespoons of pollen.
MENSTURAL PAIN
Commercial
remedies
exist that combine royal jelly
and pollen in the ratio of 1
part royal jelly to 10 parts
pollen. These are normally
capsules that you let dissolve under the tongue once
a day. A clear improvement
is noticeable after about two
months of use.
TIRED LIVER
Take one tablespoon of
granulated pollen two times
a day for about two months.
The pollen develops antiintoxication action because
of the compound vitamin
B, amino acids and minerals
present that are valuable for
balancing liver cells.

9 Petaluma Blvd. No. (next to Earthwood) 707-778-8388

YOUR TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS
Quality Luggage  Travel Accessories
Rolling Backpacks  Stylish Handbags
Leather Goods  Computer & Briefcases
Seiko & Citizen Watches
Designer Sunglasses  Gifts & More!
NEW MERCHANDISE HAS ARRIVED!

[
10%
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Home & Garden
Volunteer for Luther Burbank Home
& Gardens Center

D

ocents And Gift Shop
Volunteers are needed at
this National Historic Landmark and tourist attraction
near downtown Santa Rosa.
Summer training will begin
on July 24th. Application
deadline is July 15th.
Volunteers are trained
regarding the life and work of
Luther Burbank, the famous
horticulturist.
Gift shop
volunteers work in the Carriage House Gift Shop which
features unique gift items,
many created exclusively for
LBH&G by local artists. Docents lead 30-minute tours of
the Burbank Home, Green-

house and a portion of the
gardens. Burbank volunteers
serve the local community
while sharing one of Santa
Rosa=s loveliest sites with
more than 75,000 visitors
from around the world.
Gift shop volunteers and

docents work three half-day
shifts each month from April
through October. A $25.00
training fee covers costs of materials. Please call the office at
707.524.5445 by July 15th to
request a sign-up sheet and/or
additional information.
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OFF ALL
Sunglasses

HAPPY HOURS: Tues–Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5
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Epicurean Episodes
Central Market
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Carol & Joe Davis
Fine Dining
Detectives
www.finediningdetectives.com

Petaluma’s New Restaurant

P

etaluma continues
to grow and is able
to support new restaurants.
Central
Market featuring CaliforniaMediterranean Cuisine just
opened in mid-April and already has gained a loyal following. We dined on a Sunday night and the restaurant
was quite busy. Chef/ Owner

Tony Najiola was the Chef at
Ravenswood Winery for seven
years when he decided it was
time to open his own restaurant. He looked all around the
North Bay trying to find a

dining room has multilevel
seating, including counter
and window seating to go
along with the large number
of tables with their interesting
Antique stylish metal bases.
We felt very much at home.

Appetizers
Small Plates
We started our meal with
some of the small plates and
appetizers. Tony sent out the
Chick Pea Hummus with
Housemade Pita Bread and
Olives which got us started
out right. The Pita Bread
which was made in their

wood burning Italian Mugnini Brick Oven was perfect. It
was light and puffy yet crispy
and had the smoky taste you
only get with a brick oven.
Definitely some of the best
Pita bread we’ve ever tasted.

Tony Najiola, Chef/Owner

suitable site. Petaluma was his
choice, as he recognized the
potential in this community
of over 50,000 with its diverse
yet sophisticated population.
Tony found a very “Central” location in Downtown
Petaluma and worked with local interior designer Clea Austin of Acorn to create an open
and inviting atmosphere.
As you enter the large
open dining room, the Mugnini Wood Burning Oven is
the centerpiece. One wall is
exposed Brick accented by
hanging pots. On the other
wall are large original paintings that are very interesting
and lend sophistication. The

Amy Scott, Manager

We really loved the Organic Red Jewel Beets with
Shaved Onions and Ricotta
Salata Cheese. This was an
amazing starter as the beets
were sweet and the combination of vegetables and cheese
worked well together. Next
we had the Fennel and Celery Root Brandade. A dozen
Sunset Beach Washington
Oysters were served chilled

on the half shell with Black
Pepper Mignonette was the
next offering. We made quick
work of these fresh tasty oysters as well. Three Salmon
Crostini consisted of salmon
Smoked with fresh horseradish cream, Tartar with shaved
red onions and McEvoy extra
virgin olive oil and the third
was Seared with Wasabi dressing. All three salmon presentations were delicious but we
particularly loved the Tartar.
Last but not least we had The
Crispy Yukon Potatoes with
its special garlic and hazelnut-romesco sauce. We loved
them as will any spud eater.
They are surely worth trying.
We took a little break enjoying our wine and Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water and
were ready for the entrees.

the terrific seafood combination that it was. Meat eaters
will enjoy the Grilled Red Angus Hanger Steak with Sweet
peppers and potato gratin.
We especially loved the potatoes gratin as they were very
tasty. Last but certainly not
least was the Wood Roasted
Organic Chicken Legs served
with crispy potatoes and
mixed greens. Excellent home
made comfort food is the best
way to describe it. Tender
chicken with a smoky flavor
that is hard to beat. Another
short break was needed as we
still needed to try the desserts.

Pignocco, 2001, Italy was a
crisp light white wine that
paired well with the Chicken
and Seafood Boudin. The
Cabernet blend “Chile”, Terra
Rosa, Laurel Glen 2000 was a
lovely tasting wine made from
grapes grown at the foot of
the Andes. It went well with
the Lamb and Hanger Steak.
Naturally for a modest corkage fee you can bring a favorite of your choosing as well.
Central Market is a
welcome addition to the
Petaluma Dining Scene. Tony
Najiola’s California- Mediterranean Style of cooking using
fresh local seasonal ingredients will please even the pickiDesserts
We were definitely out est of diners. The wait staff
of room as the main courses including Helena and Amy
were hearty but we had to was attentive and knowledgeable. The popular prices of
persevere.
The first dessert we tried both the food and wine make
was the Mexican Vanilla- it a restaurant that one can
enjoy often. We really enjoyed
our dinner and look forward
Main Dishes
to returning soon to try some
We really enjoyed all of
other menu choices.
our main dishes. The Braised
Lamb Shank served over Polenta and Gremolata melted
in your mouth. The meat fell
Brown Sugar Crème Brule.
off the large bone and the preThis proved to be a delightful
sentation was inviting. The
rendition of one of our favorSeafood Boudin with Remoite types of dessert. Next we
laude Sauce was a delicious
had the Seasonal Fresh Fruit
entree that appeared to be a
Crisp a la mode. This Strawlarge sausage but tasted like
berry dessert was excellent.
Fresh seasonal strawberries
Post Notes:
perfectly complimented the
tasty light Crisp.
Central Market
42 Petaluma Blvd.
North Petaluma
Wine List
707.778.9900
The wine list is comOpen Tuesday – Sunday
prised of reasonably priced
Lunch 11 AM- 3 PM
wines from around the world.
Dinner 5 PM – 9 PM
Chile, Italy and Spain are
Visa & MasterCard
featured along with Napa,
Ample on Street Parking
Sonoma and California CenReservations:
tral Valley Wines. The VeriRecommended
dicchio Stephano Antonucci,
Walk-ins Welcome
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DINING
DIRECTORY

JAZZ AT JOE’S ON MONDAYS
6:30 to 9:30 pm - No Cover
FEATURING:
LAURENT FOURGO
Paying tribute to:
Frank Sinatra
Tony Bennett
Dean Martin
Nat King Cole
The Della Santina family has been associated with fine food and wine since 1886.
The family arrived in California in the early 1900s and created Marin Joe’s in 1954. Today the third
generation carries on the tradition of careful and precise execution of every satisfying and delicious dish
that comes out of their kitchen.

O P E N 7 D AY S A W E E K
LUNCH: 11:00
FULL DINING & COCKTAILS:
Mon.-Sat. until 12:45 • Sunday until 11:45

415-924-1500
415-924-2081
1585 Casa Buena Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

The most extensive
Dinner Menu in Sonoma
County

SEMOLINA
Come join Jose Perez and Joe Peirano for a late
night Italian dinner in the newest dining hot
spot in Petaluma. Semolina is open for business
7 nights a week until 11:00pm and opens for
lunch Monday – Friday at 11:00am. Classic Italian fare and a newly expanded wine list make
this the ideal spot for meeting a friend after
work or taking the family for a special occasion.
Late lunch meetings and after the movie dinner
are right up the street at 600 E. Washington
Street in Petaluma.

707-766-6975

Mary’s
Apple Creek Cafe

View 50 years
of Culinary Experience

Ristorante and Pizzeria
Family owned and operated
Jack, Gladys and Gina

Complete
Italian Dinners & Pizza
Take out and delivery
nightly

765 - 1700

Fine Country Gourmet Dining
9890 Bodega Highway, Sebastopol, CA

(707) 829-3065

LUNCH: Thurs-Fri 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
BRUNCH: Sat-Sun 9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
DINNER: Wed-Sun 5 P.M. - 9 P.M.

Adobe Harvest
Catering, Inc.
Gene Giorgetti President
P.O. Box 453 Penngrove, CA 94951

707-795-7222
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Now Open For Lunch
12-2:30 p.m. Tuesday–Saturday
DINNER 5 p.m. Tuesday–Sunday

AN

D

OP

EN

Serving Dim Sum Everyday

ING

!

Delicious, high-quality food for the most discriminating diner.
Winner of Sonoma County
Favorite Ethnic Food Award—Entertainment ‘97/KZST

Join Hiro’s Lunch
& Take Out Clubs
To Save 10%

EXPERIENCE OUR SUSHI BY AWARD WINNING SUSHI CHEF FROM TOKYO

107 Petaluma Blvd. North at Western Avenue
707-763-2300 •www.hirosrestaurant.com
.OPENTABLE.COM

DINNER RESERVATIONS BY TELEPHONE OR ONLINE AT: WWW
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Tony
Marti’s
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Sebastopol
Fine Wine Co.
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“The West County Import-Outpost”

CHECK OUT
OUR ONLINE
NEWSLETTER!
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WWW.SEBASTOPOLFINEWINE.COM

ON THE PLAZA

6932 Sebastopol Ave. Suite A
Sebastopol, CA

�� �������� ����� ��� �������� ��������

PHONE: (707) 829-9378
FAX: (707) 829-7873

Since 1859

Washoe House

“One of the Oldest Roadhouses in the State”
LUNCH - DINNER - COCKTAILS

Always Healthy • NO MSG • We Deliver

707-778-8000

951 Lakeville St. • Petaluma Gateway Shopping Center (near Lucky Market)

W

Star
of
India

PRIVATE PARTIES
CATERING
SPECIAL EVENTS
• Tandoori
• Seafood
• Vegetarian
• Lamb Curry
• Chicken Curry

707.795.4544

STONY POINT ROAD & ROBLAR ROAD, PETALUMA
(2 miles suth of Gravenstein Highway)

LUNCH
Monday-Saturday
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
DINNER
7 Days a Week
5 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

IN THE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
299 No. McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA

707-762-1328
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Get an Attitude—Visit

ANGELO’S MEATS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ITALIAN TURKEY FILLETS
GOLD MEDAL BBQ TRI-TIPS
HOMEMADE SAUSAGE & BACON
FULL SERVICE SMOKEHOUSE
SPECIALTY PASTAS
SMOKED SALMON
NEW YORK STEAKS & BEEF JERKY

Mon.-Sat. Open at 11:30 a.m.
Sunday Open at 4 p.m.

TM

41 Petaluma Blvd. N.
Petaluma, CA

2nd floor–Overlooking Beautiful Downtown Petaluma

Angelo’s Italian Taste
Italian Garlic Salsa
Italian Garlic Mustard
NOW AVAILABLE:
Italian BBQ Sauce
Angelo’s Pure Honey Bee’s Pollen
Garlic Marinara
All Natural, No Preservatives
Garlic Stuffed Olives
BBQ CATERING • ROASTED PIGS
Pickled Garlic

33 YEARS IN BUSINESS

OUR VERY DELICIOUS
HOMEMADE APPLE PIES!

2700 Adobe Rd., Petaluma, CA •

The Pizza is HOT But the Air is NOT!

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED
Come in today and dine in cool comfort.

707-763-9586

ORIGINAL
OCCIDENTAL
Call ahead and your pizza will be ready when you arrive.
Offer good only until 4:00 p.m.

Old-Fashioned Family Style Italian Dinners
with Negri’s Famous Raviolis

763-3897

A PIZZA SO GOOD THEY NAMED A CITY AFTER IT!

TAKING RESERVATIONS NOW

For Banquets and Weddings
SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER
11 a.m.–9 p.m. DAILY

Occidental, CA

707-823-5301

DINUCCI’S
F
S
I
D
AMILY

TYLE TALIAN

INING

“Excellence Without Extravagance”
Our fish is fresh and cooked to order.
We now have Bar specials
Monday & Thursday
KID FRIENDLY

Reservations Appreciated
(Only 20 min. from Petaluma on
Coast Hwy. One in Valley Ford)

707-876-3260

Hours: Thurs.–Mon. 4 p.m. to Closing
Sunday Noon-8 p.m. Closed Tues. & Wed.

Stop in for a a cocktail
before or after dinner or
anytime to see our new
location.

Don’t Forget To Bring Your Friends!

THE PETALUMA POST
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School Days

A 2002 CALIFORNIA DISTINGUISHED SCHOOL IN RURAL WESTSIDE PETALUMA

• Small Class Sizes

• Year-Round Child Care
• Reading Intervention
• G.A.T.E. Grades K-6
• After-School Enrichment Pro grams
• Outdoor Education
• Student Gardens
• Computer Lab
• Vocal & Instrumental Music
• RSP & ESL Programs

Limited Openings Available • Call or Come Visit
3775 Bodega Ave., Petaluma, CA • 707-765-4340

North Bay Performing Arts Center
Petaluma’s Finest School for the Performing Arts
Summer Workshop July 7 - August 9

Guest teacher is well-known

Alan Scofield
specializing in Jazz

BALLET - MODERN
JAZZ - CHARACTER
PAS DE DEUX
CHILDREN THROUGH ADULT CLASSES

424 Payran Street, Petaluma
(707) 762-1306

Call today for more details and information

WWW.PETALUMAPOST.COM

Site of Demartini Barn Now
A Montessori School
The DeMartini family
barn on the Northeast corner
of Oak and Kentucky was
razed in the late 50’s so the
site could become home to
the DMV, where a host of
Petalumans shakily drove
for their first driver’s license.
Alice DeMartini and her
husband, Remo Rebizzo, still
live in the family home on
the Southeast Corner of the
intersection, and offer these
photos to remind us of those
bygone days. Now the site
is about to become home to
Oaks Montessori Elementary
School for children from 5
years to 8 years!
Why is this Oak and
Kentucky corner so appropriate for this Montessori

School? It is because the
teachers and the children will
return a garden to this corner,
where it once stood beside the
barn and boasted vegetables
and fruit of various sorts.
Offering
Kindergarten
through Third Grade, the
staff of Oaks Montessori
Elementary are preparing the
site for 45 children, who will
enjoy the newly refurbished
setting so that it is more
home-like for the children, as
school opens September 2.
The Montessori children will
revive the grounds and groom
them behind a new picket
fence as they learn about
botany, an important feature
of the Montessori curriculum.
Along with botany they will

study zoology, and the world’s
cultures through geography
and history. Mathematics and
written and oral language
activities in the cross-graded
Montessori format will enable
them to search far and wide
through
a
variety
of
curriculum materials as they
learn how to learn, according
to Executive Director Dr.
Mary
Abascal-Hildebrand
and Lead Teacher Pauline
Gutierrez. They explain that
Oaks Elementary provides the
natural extension of Little
Oaks
Montessori,
on
Petaluma Boulevard, about to
celebrate its 11th birthday.
The pair of educators,
who together have 70 years’
(Continued Next Page)

Oaks Montessori
School

Quality Montessori Education
Readiness - Enrichment - Responsibility
Part Week and Full Week
3/4 Day or Full Day
6:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Botany,
Zoology,
Geography and History
Fine Arts
Practical Skills
Mathematics
Spanish
Language Arts

OPEN HOUSE JULY 15 - 7:30 p.m.

Oaks and Little Oaks teachers are DDS qualified, have college degrees
and Montessori certificates. Voted Best Preschool in Independant
Reader’s Poll. Established over 10 years.

Little Oaks Montessori
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Spanish, Piano, & Recorder
Ballet, Movement & Music
Nutritious Breakfasts & Snacks
Parent Education Programming

School
Junior Preschool
18 Months to 3 Years
Unique 1:6 Teacher - Student Ratio

Preschool and Kindergarten
3 to 6 Years
Unique 1:9 Teacher - Student Ration
Full Day, AM or PM
www.littleoaks.com

715 Petaluma Blvd. N., Petaluma, CA
(707) 763-3235
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experience in developing
quality programs for children,
has invited Cherie Chan, a
graduate of Sonoma State
University’s Liberal Studies
and Elementary Teaching
Credential Program, to join
them as a teacher in the
program along with Jessica
L. Heric, who is studying
theater arts at Santa Rosa
Junior College, and who will
work as Assistant Teacher.
Together they will provide
the Montessori curriculum
and the enrichment activities
that are important for young
children, so that the children
learn to integrate music and
other fine arts including
drama and movement, as well
as Spanish and community
service into their academic
activities. The teachers and
children will undertake
together two forms of
community service, one
involving social service and
one involving environmental
service. Montessori education
is designed to offer children
curriculum
experiences
that
promote
tolerance
and understanding, for an
appreciation of thoughtful
ways of living in the social
and natural world. AbascalHildebrand, Gutierrez, and
Chan point out that their
team will provide a sustained
four-year learning community

for children who enter as
Kindergarteners, though they
will serve children who enter
as 6, 7, or 8 year-olds with the
same sustaining experiences.
A home-like setting is
in keeping with Dr. Maria
Montessori’s vision that
children ought to be able to
learn daily living skills along
with learning about the larger
world in a home-like setting
in ways that enable them to
be good neighbors and good
citizens. A home-like setting,
especially in a program
where the size that does not
overwhelm young learners,
provides a sense of belonging
to the children and also gives
them the opportunity to
become proficient at complex,
practical tasks, but in a childsized world, explain AbascalHildebrand, Gutierrez, and
Chan.
Gutierrez and Chan have
already worked together
at Little Oaks Montessori,
also directed by AbascalHildebrand, so they have had
the opportunity to work as
colleagues as they prepare the
new program together, which
they explain was designed for
releasing children’s potential
and for teaching them to
develop a strong ability
to focus their attention.
Therefore, they point out
the curriculum can satisfy
readily the learning needs of a

10% Off
Carhartt Clothing
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 8/31/03
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Country Living
variety of learners, from those
that enjoy moving quickly
through their lessons to those
whose development is moving
along at a more measured
pace.
Likewise, the trio
points out that the formation
of a strong attention span is
the centerpost of Montessori
education, because a strong
attention
span
enables
children to use their language
and spatial capacities without
getting as distracted as
children do who are not
taught at the time they are
young children, when they are
most naturally able to learn to
pay close attention to details.
The three educators
explain that children develop
their attention span most
beneficially when they are
young and when they have
materials and opportunities
designed for that specific
purpose, otherwise they
have
attention-difficulties
in later years that show up
in reading comprehension
and
related
problems.
Abascal-Hildebrand likens
the development of an
integrated attention span to
well integrated driving skills,
ever the goal of the DMV,
too! The cars seen circling
the block in the days of the
DeMartini barn and the
early DMV have given way
to sleeker forms, just as the
corner lot itself will soon host
a refined version of the old
DMV building. However, so
no one forgets the barn that
once sat on the site, the new
Oak Montessori Elementary
will still carry the plaque first
placed at the 1960 dedication
of the building in honor of
Eugene E. DeMartini, Alice
DeMartini’s father, as a
testimony to those who came
before, including Montessori,
who was named one of the
most 100 influential thinkers
of the last millennium.
Interested parents may attend
a July 15 open house at 7:
30PM, or call 763-3235 for
advance information.

2003 Outstanding
Sonoma County Rancher
Martin Albini

Bestowed the J.W. Jamison Perpetual Trophy

I

n honor of the Albini
Family’s commitment to
farming, the Sonoma
County Fair Board of
Director’s is proud to name
Martin Albini the 2003 Outstanding Sonoma County
Rancher of the Year. Martin
followed in the footsteps of
his father and grandfather,
and is celebrated as a third
generation Sonoma County
rancher. Farming 280 acres in
Bodega Bay, originally purchased in 1920 by his grandparents Peter & Adele Albini,
and 630 acres in Valley Ford,
purchased in 1940 by his parents Louis & Rena Albini, the
Albini Ranch is home to over
620 sheep and 70 beef cattle.
Martin graduated from
Tomales High School in 1972
and worked on the ranch for
his dad part-time while attending Santa Rosa Junior
College. Upon earning his
AA degree, he dedicated all

DeMartini barn in its early days

his time to ranching, and after
Louis Albini’s retirement in
1981, Martin took over the
day-to-day oversight of the
ranch. He not only manages
the needs of over 900 acres of
land, and 700 animals, but is
also an active member of the
ranching community. For
the past eight years, Martin
has served as treasurer of the
North Bay Wool Growers
Association, and is a member of the California Wool
Growers Association, the
Sonoma-Marin Cattlemen’s
Association, the California
Cattlemen’s Association, and
the Farm Bureau.
The Sonoma County Fair
is proud to honor Martin Albini with the 2003 Outstanding Sonoma County Rancher
award. The award will be conferred on Martin during the
Sonoma County Fair Farmer’s
Day celebration, Sunday, July
27, 2003.
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The Petaluma Post On-Line at
petalumapost.com
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Advertise in the Post.
It works.
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Call today to schedule an appointment for a free
review of your 401(k) plan.
Jim Becker
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Visit our new web site for archive issues, articles
and advertising information

petalumapost.com

Taghi Rezaian



Repair &
Cleaning of
Oriental Rugs
PHONE:

707-769-3092
FAX:

James Fisher and Son, Inc.

SERVING SONOMA COUNTY SINCE 1945

1236 Cleveland Ave. Santa Rosa • 707-545-1330

707-769-0662
199 Petaluma Blvd. No.
Petaluma, CA 94952

*Basic installation included. Since Culligan Dealers
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Transformations

Thoughts, Words and Silence:
Your Three Most Influential Assets!
By Pamela Bell

T

he three most
powerful tools that
we all possess are
our thoughts, our
words and our silence. With
these three assets alone we can
change the way we operate in
the world and hence change
the world. Gandhi’s quote:
“We must be the change we
wish to see in the world.” This
is a truism that many of us
had rather not face. As we
continue our endeavors to
change what is outside of ourselves, i.e., other people, our
image or status, or our beliefs
to fit the current trend - the
inside of ourselves slowly falls
asleep, leaving us on a default
path of continual dissatisfaction.
We have all heard many
times over the truth that the
only person who can make
you “happy” (in the deeper
more spiritual sense of the
word) is you! Sure we can
garnish brief moments of
happiness in the company
of others. We can also have

Spirit, Mind & Body

tice silence.”
There is another aspect
You should know that this of silence that I would like
glimpses of happiness by eat- is normal and you are simply to address. It is not about
ing a fabulous meal or watch- going through a decompres- the silence within you but
ing a great movie. But these sion process. How long this rather the choice you have to
are only glimpses and looking decompression lasts depends exercise silence at approprifor your happiness in these on how often you practice. If ate and purposeful moments:
places might leave you feel- you practice silence every day like when a friend is spilling
ing disconnected from your you will find your still point their heart and it is our job to
source; frustrated as if you can much quicker than if you really just listen; or in withnever quite grasp the more
meaningful essence of life. If
There is a fierceness in silence - an awe of sorts
this describes what you might
that makes people listen.
be feeling (a lack of depth or
meaning) don’t worry! It is
never too late to take notice practice only once a week.
holding judgment of others
of the sleeping giant inside
By now you might be if it would diminish rather
of you and begin the journey asking “Why?” If achieving than enlighten their spirit.
toward his/her awakening.
silence is so difficult and it Another time to use silence
Of the three assets I men- takes such effort to get good with great impact is when
tion the best place to begin at it, then what could possibly giving a speech or presentathe process of awakening is be the benefit? Essentially, tion and you want people to
with silence. This is also the this is where your true self pay attention to what it is you
most difficult. Our world is lives and it is in this silence have to say.
so full of noise that we are that it speaks with you. Your
There is a fierceness in
not conditioned to sit with spirit could be screaming out silence - an awe of sorts that
silence. It is awkward and to you to leave a job you hate, makes people listen. You can
uncomfortable. It will make to travel to a far away or exotic employee it between senyour skin crawl with frustra- place, or to learn to play the tences or before you answer
tion as you play battle with musical instrument that you an important question but the
the swarming thought inside have always dreamed of play- underlying message is this: “I
your head. “Shhhh” you say, ing but without the ability to think carefully about what I
“Be quiet! I am trying to prac- listen the voice inside you will want to say and what I have to

FREE
CONSULTATION
With a Chinese medicine
expert & Qi Gong Master
Herb steam table
treatment for pain & injury
Extensive Traditional Chinese
herbal pharmacy on site

Chinese Medicine &
Massage Therapy Center
W W W. M A S S A G E T H E R A P Y P E TA L U M A . C O M

OVER 15 MASSAGE TECHNIQUES
FOR PERFECT RELAXATION
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Acupressure, Reflexology
• Prices Start At Only $20
• Weekday Specials
• Same Day Appointments
• Gift Certificates
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• Couples Massage in
the Same Room
• Walk-ins Welcome

Monday – Saturday 10 a.m. – 8 p.m.

(707) 762-9111
172 Keller St., Petaluma, CA
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fall silent...............until one
day you are ready to receive.
Connecting with your
inner self (and the collective
consciousness at large) is the
biggest benefit of practicing
silence but still there is so
much more. Sitting in intentional silence for even five to
ten minutes everyday is calming; it reduces stress and helps
you to feel more grounded to
this earth. Silence improves
your concentration and focus and allows you to gain
higher quality results from
your efforts. Silence awakens
your senses. It increases your
awareness to the surplus of
noise that surrounds you. I
find after practicing silence
for several years it has become
like a massage for my brain;
a necessary and welcomed
respite from all the chatter
in the world. It is in silence
that we hear birds sing and in
music it is the silence between
the notes that create emphasis
and meaning.

say is important, I think you
won’t want to miss it.” Silence
creates a commanding presence that can not be denied.
I urge you to practice silence
in both forms and see for
yourself what changes your
efforts will bring. Once you
get started I bet your day just
won‚t be the same without it!
“Live loud enough in your
heart and there is no need to
speak.”
---Mark Nepo

(Please note: The subject of our “Thoughts and
Words” will be covered
in the August edition of
Petaluma Post as a continuation of this article.
Please look for it at your
local retailer or on line at
www.petalumapost.com.)
Pamela Bell is a professional Life Coach, Educator
and Inspirational Speaker.
She is founder of LifeSource
Coaching and can be reached
at: pamelabell@mindspring.c
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Hot Tubs
Saunas
Cold Plunge
Sundeck
Massage

FROGS
(415) 453-7647
School Street Plaza, Fairfax
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Nature
Filling In For Martha

N

ow that Ms.
Stewart’s
too
busy with her attorney to give us
much advice these days, I
guess I’ll have to pinch hit for
her. Not that she ever had
much to do with us West
Coasters. People used to say
my job was similar to hers,
and I used to laugh that we
were just alike, except for our
bank accounts. And also-- I
can’t cook, but I’m willing let
Nigella take over that part.
My contractor felt that

Well built, yes. Inviting, No.

this back entry was complete
when he left, and he was
justifiably proud of his work.
He installed 8-foot tall doors
with classic crosshead trims,
clad on the exterior to resist
weather problems, clay bricks
with a few burnt clinkers
blended in, everything sloped
to shed water away from the
house. In other words, he did
a really professional job on
our three porches.
But there’s always a catch:
any woman can tell you that
“home” has little to do with

inviting in some way, to draw
a person toward it. With
before and after photos, I can
dissect the physical details that
lend a place some character
and charm, so that people
want to walk right in and
make themselves at home.
First of all, I cheated. By
having the luxury of building
from scratch, everything was
already set up for what I had
in mind. I already knew that
each entry, even the back
doors, would have a display of
traditional clay pots with lush
plants spilling down the steps,
so the stoops were built extra
wide to accommodate that,
with drip systems to hook
into at each corner of steps.
(Don’t delude yourself into
thinking that you’ll keep clay
pots watered adequately by
hand every night after a day’s
work!)
Nothing beats advance
planning! No matter how
charming, it’s just a pain to
have steps so crowded with
plants that you can’t walk up
them safely--there just has
to be enough room. This is
a common error architects
make: they proportion the
steps to look correct on their
drawings, not knowing that
a homeowner may intend to
add plant material later. It’s
your job to let your architect
know what your landscaping
intentions are.
In breezy Petaluma,
potted plants dry out fast,
so extra large pots are
more successful. Container
arrangements look most

In breezy Petaluma, potted plants dry out fast,
so extra large pots are more successful.
getting everything perfectly
level, and everything to do
with the heart. Whether it’s
a chick thing or a designer
thing, even a back entry
deserves to be completed,
and with this house, there’s a
matched pair.
All entries should be

graceful and interesting with
varying heights and shapes,
perhaps with something in
common, in this case, clay.
Another good solution could
be containers that were all
architectural salvage items or
a collection of old cast iron,
or clay vessels from a desert

vacation, for example.
Stripped bare, you can
see that these back doors and
their stoops have unusual
proportions. These doors
are eight feet, taller than the
typical 6’8” doors but the
same width, so it’s necessary to
adapt to these more imposing
proportions.
If you are rebuilding a
stoop or deck steps, don’t
deprive yourself of one of
the luxuries you see on those
grand estate tours: deep
treads. Twelve inches Even

A rough PhotoShop job is good
enough to help you decide what
you want to install around an
entry. You can work out your sizes
and plant arrangements on your
computer, before you spend a lot of
time and money on materials.
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News from
Haverfield
Park
By Barbara Caswell
to provide a frame. Rigid
symmetry is very confining,
so here there is just a loose
balance of the sizes. These
doors are a pair, and so there
are dominant elements of
four tall, shade-loving plants
in vertical pots, matched up.
I like the shape of tumbling
water cascading down stones,
repeated in trailing plants.
Incidentally, if bees bother
you, you can avoid flowers
and stick to greenery. It’s fun
to keep some potted herbs
near your kitchen door. Even

if you’re a lightweight in the
kitchen like me, when friends
come over to cook outside,
there’ll be someone in the
group who knows what to
snip off and add to the food.
You’ll have to use some
imagination in setting the
may seem large compared to
position of your containers,
interior steps, but you’ll find
because they should be
that the best outdoor treads
empty when you first set
are a full 16 inches deep. This
them out. Why? First of all
space will be needed for larger
you’ll find them easy to move,
pots, too. Everybody has their
and secondly, you may be
own tastes; my favorite is
surprised to find that spots
steps that get wider as they
you believed required plants
descend.
surviving burning southern
The height of these
sun are actually shaded by
doors requires some tall
your eaves nearly all day long.
plant material around them

Barbara Caswell, the owner
of Designs of the Times, is the
Sonoma County home and garden
designer who created Haverfield
Park. Her home is a nostalgic
country estate with a showcase
quality house in a private natural
setting. On alternate months,
the Post prints her other column:
“Make Habitat a Habit”, which
discusses living compatibly with
wildlife.

Because it takes a full year for
a long-lasting container plant
to look luscious, I always
plant them with an annual
in the same container. As the
permanent plant matures, it
gradually takes over.
Every garden shop carries
adorable clay pot feet, but
I find them a little busy
looking. I do space my pots up
off brick stoops and porches
however, both for better
drainage and to prevent large
permanent stains on the brick.
I just use short pieces of light
wood, which are so thin that
the pot appears to be resting
on the brick. And speaking of
brick, there are plenty of other
beautiful surfaces for porches
and stoops, but brick is my
all-time favorite. For once, I
don’t have a reason, and you
don’t need one either, when
you choose your favorite!

CHECK
Center
Checks
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Payroll
Advances
KHALID ALI
Branch Manager

707-781-9333
155 Petaluma Blvd. No.
Petaluma, CA 94952
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Sonoma County Wildlife Rescue
A non-profit agency rescuing orphaned and injured
indigenous animals. Sadly, there is no county
funding for such work, and hundreds of animals
which would otherwise be destroyed are
rescued by these volunteers every year.
For wildlife advice or rescue
Call Sonoma County Wildlife Rescue:
(707) 526-WILD
Wildlife rescue volunteer sign-ups
Call Sonoma County Wildlife Rescue’s
business number: (707) 665-9146
For domestic animal emergencies in Petaluma’s city limit
area:
Call Petaluma Animal Control at: (707) 778-4372

Web Sites
Digital Images
Print Media
Consulting
Ecommerce
Web Hosting
JAMES WILLS
415.461.9532

JAMES@WEBDAKI.COM
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Exhibiting at the
Fair
An Ever Evolving
Process
Most people probably
think that Fair staff do the
same things year after year
preparing exhibit opportunities for the community.
“Not so,” remarks Entry
Exhibits Supervisor Sheila
Quince, “Every year brings
new and exciting additions
to the Sonoma County Fair
Exhibitor’s Guidebook.” This
year, we’ve had to eliminate
the Poultry Show in order to
do our part to assist in containing the spread of a contagious poultry disease called
Exotic Newcastle Disease.
“Instead, we’ve created new
exhibit opportunities for kids
who would have otherwise
been devastated because they
couldn’t enter the poultry
they’d been raising for the
Fair competitions,“ exclaims
Quince. “We know that most
kids will never forget the
time(s) they exhibited at the
Fair, and we want to make
the experience a wonderfully
positive memory.”

Army National Guard
Pvt. Josef E. Baumann has
graduated from One Station
Unit Training (OSUT) at the
U.S. Army Infantry School,
Fort Benning, Columbus,
Ga. The training consisted
of basic military training and
advanced individual training
(AIT).
During basic training, the
trainee received instruction in
drill andceremonies, military
customs and courtesies, map
reading, tactics, basic rifle
marksmanship, physical fitness, field training, and first
aid. The recruit developed
combat skills and handled
various weapons available to
the infantry soldier.
During AIT, the soldier
received instruction to serve
as an infantryman using light
and heavy anti-armor weapons, indirect-fire support, and
mechanized operations while
assigned to a rifle or mortar
squad. The training included
weapons qualification, tactics,
patrolling, navigation, field
communications, and combat operations; engagement
in infantry combat exercises,
battle drills, land mine locating, neutralizing and extracting, and survival operations

during a nuclear, biological or
chemical attack.
Baumann is the son of
Dennis Baumann of Soria
Court, Rohnert Park, Calif.
The private is a 2002 graduate of Rancho Cotatie High
School, Rohnert Park.
Casy D. Adney has joined
the United States Army under
the Delayed Entry Program.
The program gives young
men and women the opportunity to delay entering active
duty for up to one year.
The enlistment gives the
new soldier the option to
learn a new skill, travel and
become eligible to receive
as much as $50,000 toward
a college education. After
completion of basic military
training, soldiers receive advanced individual training in
their career job specialty prior
to being assigned to their first
permanent duty station.
Adney, a 2003 graduate
of Casa Grande High School,
Petaluma, Calif., will report
for basic training at Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.
He is the former ward
of Jed L. and Connie L. A.
Tuft of Ronshimer Road,
Penngrove, Calif.

509 Fourth Street, Santa Rosa, CA 707-527-PAWN
157 Petaluma Blvd. No., Petaluma, CA 707-763-PAWN
846 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 415-479-PAWN
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About
Your Money

Business

By Jim Becker

How do New Tax Laws Expand Your Investment Opportunities?

Y

ou’ve probably seen a lot
of headlines on the Tax
Relief Act of 2003. This legislation, recently signed into
law by President Bush, will affect virtually everyone in the
country. As an individual investor, you’ve got reasons to
cheer the new tax laws. Many
people will find that their
taxes will decrease 5 percent
or more under the new tax
laws.
Let’s review some of the
tax act’s key areas and see what
actions they might suggest:
Lower dividend taxes - If
you’ve invested in dividendpaying stocks, your dividends
were taxed at your individual
tax rate (e.g., 27 percent, 30
percent, 35 percent or 38.6
percent). But under the new
laws, the tax rate on dividends
will be cut to 15 percent. And
if you’re in the 10 percent
to 15 percent bracket, the
dividend tax rate drops to 5

percent. These new, lower
rates are effective retroactively
to the beginning of 2003
through 2008. In 2009, dividend taxes are scheduled to
revert to the old, higher rates.
Should you be interested
in stocks that have a history
of paying dividends, there are
certain considerations to take
into account. First, it’s nice
to get the dividend checks.
(Keep in mind, though, that
stocks do not offer a fixed rate
of return and may not distribute dividends. Stocks are subject to market risks, including
the potential loss of principal
invested.) Also, when a company pays dividends, it can
be a sign that the business is
well-run and concerned about
the needs of its shareholders.
Conditions can change at any
time, but stocks with a track
record of paying dividends
tend to be more steady performers relative to non-divi-

dend-paying stocks that have
a limited track record.
Another advantage to dividend-paying stocks: Investors
can consider reinvesting unneeded dividend income into
additional shares of stocks.
Lower capital gains taxes
- The long-term capital gain
rate has been reduced to 15
percent from 20 percent for
many taxpayers. Taxpayers in
the 10 percent and 15 percent ordinary income tax rate
brackets will see a decrease
in capital gains taxes from
10 percent to 5 percent. All
of these reductions are effective for sales of securities
after May 5, 2003. As is the
case with dividend taxes, the
new rate will remain in place
through 2008.
If you’ve held some stocks
for many years, and they’ve
appreciated significantly, then
the cut in capital gain taxes
may benefit you greatly. Pre-

JULY 10TH & 24TH

viously, you may have avoided
selling these stocks - even if
your diversification needs
have changed - because you
didn’t want to face a big tax
hit.
Now, however, with the
new, lower capital gains rate,
you’ll find it much more affordable to sell these stocks
and make the changes you
need to help you properly balance your portfolio. But talk
to your tax professional as tax
considerations should not be
the driving factor for making
investment decisions.
Other beneficial changes
in the tax laws include:
Lower tax rates - Earlier
tax law changes lowered tax
brackets for 2006, but the
new legislation has sped up
the timetable, so that the new
rates are retroactively effective on Jan. 1, 2003. The 10
percent and 15 percent rates
remain unchanged, but the
27 percent rate drops to 25
percent; the 30 percent rate
drops to 28 percent; the 35
percent rate falls to 33 percent; and the 38.6 percent
rate drops to 35 percent.
Reduction of Marriage
Penalty - Married couples
who claim the standard deduction should benefit from
this accelerated reduction
of the marriage penalty tax.
The standard deduction for
married couples is increased
to double the amount of the
standard deduction for single
taxpayers in 2003 and 2004.
Increase in Child Tax
Credit - The amount of the
child tax credit is increased
to $1,000 (from $600) in
2003 and 2004. Beginning
this summer, the increased
amount of the child tax credit
will be paid in advance based
on information in taxpayers’
2002 tax returns.
Small business owners
also will benefit as a result of
the tax act.

Increase in Small Business
Expensing for New Investment - This tax act quadruples the maximum amount of
investment in equipment that
small businesses can expense
from $25,000 to $100,000.
This will encourage small
business owners to purchase
the technology, machinery
and other equipment they
need to expand.
Increase in First-year
Bonus Depreciation - This
deduction increases from
30 percent to 50 percent for
qualified investments which
are placed in service after May
5, 2003 and before January 1,
2005.
You may want to invest
your tax savings by setting
up a bank authorization that
moves money automatically,
at a set interval, from your
bank account into the investment of your choice. Since
systematic investing does
not assure a profit nor does
it protect you against losses
in declining markets, it’s best
to consult with your investment representative and tax
advisor to see how you can
adjust your investment strategies in response to the new
tax laws. But take action soon
- this legislation has given you
some great possibilities, and
you’ll want to take advantage
of them.

Jim Becker is the local Investment Representative with Edward
Jones Investments located in the
Plaza North Shopping Center. He
graduated with a business degree
from University of San Francisco,
teaches investments classes regularly at Santa Rosa JC and conducts many informative seminars
on investments in Petaluma. He
can be reached at 707.778.7780.
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World’s Ugliest Dog Selected
at Sonoma Marin Fair
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Business Profiles
Water Pik Technologies
Acquires
Air Energy Heat Pumps, Inc.

J
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Chinese crested hariless,
“Little Sam,” a 13-year
old dog, owned by Susie
Lockheed of Santa Barbara,
emerged from a pack of canine contestants to capture
the coveted title of “World’s
Ugliest Dog 2003” at the
Sonoma-Marin
Fair
in
Petaluma, CA, Friday, June
20th.
The annual competition,
now in its 15th year, drew 25
competitors in purebred and
mutt categories. A panel of
judges selected prize winners
for each category and then
named the 2003 Ugly Dog
champion from the category
winners. Finally, the 2003
winner competed against any
past champions on hand for
the coveted title of World’s
Ugliest Dog.
This year’s competition
proved to very lucrative for
Lockheed and her friend Tony
Browning whose Mutt entry,
“Tater Tot,” a Chihuahua
mix, was selected as the 2003
Mutt Champion. “Little
Sam” was then chosen by the
judges as the 2003 champion
and in competition with four
other returning champions,
including last year’s winner
“Bubbles” of Ukiah, CA,
was then awarded the 2003
World’s Ugliest Dog Championship. Presenting the
awards were a couple of very
lovable pooches, Snoopy and
McGruff the Crime Dog.
Lockheed said “Little
Sam” came into her life a
couple of years ago when
his previous owner could no

longer care for him. “He was
losing his eyesight,” she said.
“I took him for a couple of
days to see how he fit in and
at first he was a little crazy and
I was about to say no. Suddenly though, he calmed right
down and he’s been a great
pet ever since.” Lockheed
and Browning have two other
Chinese Crested purebreds
in the house, “Little Noodle”
and “Tinkerbelle,” and she
says they and “Tater Tot” love
to give “Little Sam” a hard
time.
The Fair’s other canine
champion in the “Crazy Dog
Tricks Contest”, was “Sony”, a
seven-year old Border Collie.
Owner Phil Trau of Petaluma
fed “Sony” a steady stream of
soccer balls and she, in turn,
tracked them down and then
raced them back through a
“goal” set up on the stage.
The “World’s Ugliest
Dog” and “Crazy Dog Tricks”
competitions are always a big
hit with Fair audiences. Past
winners of the competition
have appeared on the “Tonight Show” with Jay Leno,
the David Letterman Show,
and other programs such as
“To Tell the Truth.”
“We saw one of your
past champions on the Leno
Show,” Lockheed said, “and
then looked the Fair up on
the Web and decided to enter.
Winning all three prizes made
the drive worthwhile…and
paid for the gas.”

andy’s parent company Water Pik Technologies, Inc.
(NYSE:PIK) announced today that it has acquired the
assets of Air Energy Heat
Pumps, Inc. and affiliates (Air
Energy), a privately held Florida based manufacturer of
premium heat pumps designed for the swimming pool
and spa industry.
“The acquisition of Air
Energy will accelerate the
growth of our pool and spa
equipment business”, said
Michael P. Hoopis, President
and Chief Executive Officer
of Water Pik Technologies,
Inc. “In addition to being
an excellent strategic fit, heat
pumps strengthen our position as the worldwide leader
in pool and spa heating.”
“Heat pumps are a fast
growing segment of the pool
heating market and Air Energy has established themselves as the premier product
leader,” says Vance Gillette,
Jandy’s Vice President and
General Manager. “ Many
Jandy customers utilize heat
pumps as the source of heat
for their pool/spa projects.
Since our electronic controls,
valves, pumps, filters, cleaners and water features are installed on the same pools, we
view this as an ideal fit. Air
Energy’s focus on technology
and premium product features has earned them a leading share in the heat pump
market, and we are delighted
to have them as an addition to
our team.”
“We are proud of our
success at Air Energy and
to be associated with an organization like Jandy. The
Jandy-Air Energy product
synergy and shared focus to
exceed customer expectations
position the company well for
growth,” said John Zakryk,
founder and President of Air

Energy. “Together, Jandy-Air
Energy products will provide
pool and spa customers with
the most technologically advanced equipment solution.”
Water Pik Technologies,
Inc. (NYSE: PIK) is a leading developer, manufacturer
and marketer of innovative
personal health care products,
pool products and waterheating systems sold under
the Water Pik®, Jandy® and
Laars® brand names. The
Company operates in two
business segments, the Waterpik Technologies Personal
Healthcare Products division,
located in Fort Collins, Colorado, and the Pool Products
and Heating Systems division, located in Petaluma and

Moorpark, California.
Jandy, the Pool Products
division, located in Petaluma,
California, is a leading developer, manufacturer and
marketer of swimming pool
and spa pumps, filters, heaters, controls, valves, water
features, cleaners and accessories. The Jandy®, Laars®
and Air Energy® brands of
pool and spa products are sold
to distributors, pool builders,
dealers and specialty pool
retailers. Consumers can find
additional information about
Jandy®, Laars® and Air Energy® products by consulting
their local pool builders, retailers and service companies
or by visiting www.jandy.com
or www.air-energy.com.

Lockheed Sam and McGruff

WE’RE THERE FOR YOU

For that professional, yet personal touch.
• Purchase, Refinance, Construction,
Commercial, Investment
• Rates are the lowest in 40 years.
• Access to over 250 lenders.
• No money down—100% financing
Gregg Gallagher—Senior Loan Consultant
1105 North Dutton Ave., Suite 200
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
PHONE:

707-284-2753 •

FAX:

707-636-2824
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Post Dates

Opera Lafayette will Perform

Local Colorectal Surgeon Offers Bottom Line Tips
for Reducing Colorectal Cancer Risk

I

f you are 50 years old or
older, you are at increased
risk for colorectal cancer.
Petaluma colorectal surgeon
Robert Khoo, M.D., fellow of
the American Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons, offers these tips to reduce your
risk of getting the disease:
• Get regular colorectal
cancer screenings beginning
at age 50.
• If you have a personal
or family history of colorectal
cancer or colorectal polyps, or
a personal history of another
cancer or inflammatory bowel
disease, talk to your doctor
about earlier screening.
• Eat between 25 to 30

grams of fiber each day from
fruits, vegetables, whole-grain
bread and cereals, nuts, and
beans.
• Eat a low-fat diet.
• Eat foods with folate
such as leafy green vegetables.
• If you use tobacco, quit.
If you don’t use tobacco, don’t
start.
• If you use alcohol, drink
only in moderation. Alcohol
and tobacco in combination
are linked to colorectal cancer and other gastrointestinal
cancers.
• Exercise for at least 20
minutes three to four days
each week. Moderate exercise
such as walking, gardening,
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or climbing steps may help
reduce your risk.
Studies have shown that
patients treated by colorectal
surgeons are more likely to
survive colorectal cancer because of their advanced, specific training in colorectal surgery and the large number of
colorectal disease screenings
and surgeries they perform.
For more information
about colorectal cancer
screening, prevention, and
treatment or to locate a
colorectal surgeon near you,
visit the American Society of
Colon and Rectal Surgeons
Web site at www.fascrs.org.

The Petaluma Post
welcomes your ads
with our August
Edition
Featuring:
The Great Quilt Show

Opera Lafayette announces a summer concert
and reception on Saturday,
August 2nd at 4 pm at the
Rocky Vine Press, located in
Sonoma County’s Bennett
Valley. The program features
excerpts from Haydn’s comic
opera II Mondo della Luna
(The World of the Moon),
based upon the play by Carlo
Goldoni. Baritone David
Newman and soprano Kirsten
Blase join a string quartet
including Artistic Director
Ryan Brown, Anthony Martin, Katherine Kyme, and
Tanya Tomkins in chamber
pieces and arias from the opera along with one of Haydn’s
string quartets.
The critics have had this
to say about our featured performers:
“the bejeweled radiance
of Opera Lafayette’s presentation… Brown’sconducting
was fluid and formal; although
he has clearly studied the score
assiduously, he seemed to be

discovering the riches of Rameau along with his audience,
sharing our delight in the
long unfolding....such was the
prismatic variety of Rameau’s
musical invention—and the
sustained, luminous beauty
of the performance— that the
time passed all too quickly.
Indeed, I never wanted the
afternoon to end.’ Tim Page,
The Washington Post, February 3, 2003, on Opera
Lafayette’s performance of
Hippoplyte et Aricie
From the Sudkurier,
February 24, 2003 about
Handel’s Giustino, at the
HandelFestspiele, Karlsruhe,
Germany.
Tickets are $50 and
must be ordered in advance.
To purchase tickets, mail a
check, payable to Opera Lafayette, to Opera Lafayette,
PO Box 1766, Santa Rosa,
CA 95402. For additional information, call 707.542.2995
or visit our website at
www.oneralafavette.org.

Call 762-3260
Fax 762-0203
or e-mail
petalupost@aol.com
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“Factory Direct”with
Guaranteed Savings
to You

July 20, 2003

Affordable Gifts from
Around the World

Petaluma’s Oasis
for Relaxation
Let the healing human touch and calming
plant extracts bring you back to joy!
• Massage Therapy
• Hot Stone Treatment
• Deep Tissue Massage
• Sports Massage
• Body Salt Glow

• Gift Certificates
• Bath and Gift Items
• Professional Skin Care
• Facials and Waxing
• Professional Makeup

Monday-Sunday

707-773-4950

Celebrating Butter & Egg Days! 18 Kentucky Street, Petaluma

Hand Painted Italian Ceramics from Deruta
& Orvieto  Italian Linens  Murano &
Blanko Glassware  Picnic Sets
Santon Dolls  Bistro Table Sets
Gourment Food  Ethel M Chocolates
Australian Licorice & More

283-2880

WWW.PETALUMAPOST.COM

THE PETALUMA POST

Someone who might purchase your product or service
could be reading this ad if you had advertised in the
Petaluma Post.

Post Dates

Serving the community for the past 16 years.

Jack London Series
Celebrates 100th Annivesary Of
‘Call Of The Wild’
With Fireside Tales, Lectures By Scholars

Supporting Arts

&
the Somoma County.

Historical Buildings of Sonoma County
A PICTORIAL STORY OF YESTERDAY’S RURAL STRUCTURES
with text by Jack Withington and photos by Ron Parenti
0-9670524-0-8 $18.95 8.5x11 178 pp. 112 photos

Published by 3rd Wing Press, P.O. Box 1087, Penngrove CA 94951
To order please contact the publisher at 707.541/0382
Email: ccpenn@metro.net http://www.sonomahistory.com
Available at Petaluma and Sonoma County Museums
and most book stores

FIFTH
STREET
TAN
6 Fifth Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
(707) 765-8350
Mon - Fri
Sat
Sunday

6:30AM - 9:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
10:00AM - 4:00PM
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L

eading authorities
on Jack London will
present a captivating
series of public lectures and readings at Sonoma
State University from June
25-August 13. The program
this year offers readings of
London’s tales by celebrity
guests during two free Fireside
Tale programs, especially for
families, in the campus
Alumni Amphitheater.
In honoring the 100th anniversary of the publication of
London’s most popular story,
The Call of the Wild, the
eight-week lecture series at 7
p.m. on Wednesday evenings
promises to awaken readers
of all ages to the inspiration
of the London legacy. All lectures will be held in the Evert
B. Person Theatre. Fees for
the lectures are $6 each. All
six are $30.
The series examines the
life and works of this dynamic
American author from multiple perspectives — explorer,
pioneer, writer, traveler, architect and naturalist. Discussion, reading and film topics
center on London’s contribution to literacy and focus on
his legacy and importance in
today’s world.
The full schedule includes:
July 2 — Sara S. Hodson
presents an illustrated talk
on the Huntington Library’s
50,000-item Jack London
collection, focusing on the
resources that richly document his Klondike tales as
well as his own life in the rugged, unforgiving North in the
lecture titled “The Call of the
Wild: Finding Jack London’s
Klondike in the Huntington
Library”
July 9 — Donna Campbell examines London’s first
unsuccessful Yukon novel,
A Daughter of the Snows,
which taught him to shape his

later masterpiece, The Call of
the Wild in the lecture titled
“Learning to Write The Call
of the Wild: Jack London’s
Northland Stories and A
Daughter of the Snows”
July 16 — Susan Nuernberg looks at how London’s
most-famous tale of naked,
howling savagery has survived
its transformation into film
by viewing clips and discussing the success in capturing
the power and beauty of the
novel on film in the lecture
titled “Hollywood Takes On
The Call of the Wild”
July 23 — Robert Coleman-Senghor contrasts the
experiences of John Muir
with those of Jack London
and explore the implications
of topography and climate in
shaping London’s narratives
and aesthetic in the lecture
titled “The White Sublime:
The Aesthetics of Vastness
in Jack London’s Northland
Stories”
July 30 — Daniel Dyer
discusses the foundation of reality (historical, geographical)
underlying The Call of the
Wild and showing historical
photographs of many/most
of the sites London mentions
in the novella in the lecture
titled “Answering The Call
of the Wild on the Long Trail
of Jack and Buck.”According
to Dyer, “London was not
imagining these sites; he was
remembering them.”
August 6 — Jeanne Reesman shares her research
and writings on the topic in
a lecture on race in London’s
Yukon fiction, particularly
on The Call of the Wild as a
type of slave narrative in the
lecture titled “Racing Wilderness: Race and Slavery in The
Call of the Wild”
August 13 — Fireside
Tales: Dramatic readings of
Jack London’s To Build A
Fire and excerpts from other

Northland Stories. Free in
Alumni Amphitheatre.
For further information,
contact Barbara Brooks,
Jack London Lecture Series,
707.664.2353.

Daily Racing
Seminars at the
Sonoma Fair

T

his year’s Racing Seminar
will undoubtedly be
standing room only, as in
year’s past. Hosts Vic Stauffer
and Danny Homes play a
huge role in maintaining the
popularity of the daily event,
which typically draws over
400 people to the shade covered Sonoma County Fair
Miller Park Stage. Stauffer has
participated in racing seminars throughout the Unites
States, but he acknowledges
“the racing seminar we host in
Santa Rosa is the best I’ve ever
been to in North America…
it’s just one of those things
that works,” exclaims Stauffer.
“I’ve done them at Churchill
Downs, Gulfstream Park and
Hollywood Park, to name a
few, but none of them have
ever resulted in the attendance
we see in Santa Rosa.”
Stauffer and Holmes
dedicate a lot of time and
effort into scheduling guests
that Fairgoers want to hear
from, and know full well that
their renowned guests contribute to the popularity of
the seminars. The guests, in
turn recognize the value that
the seminar brings to the industry, and the impact it has
on Sonoma County’s Wine
Country Racing meet.
By the time the seminar
ends, the crowd of racing enthusiasts rush to the racetrack
with hot leads in their hands.
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42nd Adobe Fiesta Slated

Post Dates
Helping with Food for the Needy

T

he National Letter Carriers in conjunction with
United States Postal Service
collected 20,174 pounds of
non-perishable in Petaluma
then gave the proceeds to The
Salvation Army, who will use
the food to help families in
need in our community.
In May, Petaluma residents placed non-perishable
food items near their mailboxes and the Letter carriers
then trucked it to USPS Casa
Grande Annex.

This is 5,000 pounds
more than last year’s collection by the Letter Carriers.
With the help of 20
volunteers in the community, young and seniors,
men/women and teenagers
sorted the food at The Salvation Army Warehouse in
Petaluma.
“This amount of food
will provide the current high
demand of The Salvation
Army to provide groceries for
families in need in Petaluma

WWW.PETALUMAPOST.COM

in the next two months.” Reported Capt. Brian Hoover of
The Salvation Army Petaluma
Corps.
“Petaluma has been very
generous this year and we
thank every one who made a
donation.”
This annual “Stamp Out
Hunger” Letter Carriers Food
Drive is held in the springtime
and for the past three years to
The Salvation Army to restock the warehouse shelves
before the high demands of
the summer months.
To make food or cash
donations to The Salvation
Army, contact Capt. Brian
Hoover at 769.0718. Children’s programs and church
programs are requested as
well.



The Petaluma Post
welcomes your ads
with our August
Edition
Featuring:
The Great Quilt Show



T

he 42nd Annual Adobe
Fiesta takes place Sunday,
Aug. 10 from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Petaluma Adobe
State Historic Park at 3325
Adobe Road.
During the Fiesta, visitors join in a celebration of
Hispanic cultures in early
California that includes arts
and crafts, food, music and
dancing. Blacksmiths, weavers, spinners, woodworkers,
lace makers, quilters and
craftspeople demonstrate traditional skills. Visitors can
take part in various activities
and take a self-guided tour
of the interpretive displays
and furnished rooms at the
Adobe. The community and
costumed volunteers participate in the event, which
includes square dancers, and
the beautiful twirling skirts of
dancing senoritas.
The Fiesta celebrates Petaluma’s heritage and the special
place the Adobe holds in California history. The rancho
was General Mariano Vallejo’s

working headquarters and it
supported his activities on a
66,000-acre Mexican land
grant. The rancho is situated
at one of the prime locations
in the Petaluma Valley with
clear views of the surrounding
countryside.
For more information
about
Fiesta
admission
rates and other events at the
Petaluma Adobe State Historic Park, call the Petaluma
Adobe State Historic Part
at 707.762.4871. For Fiesta
information or to find out
about other activities in the
Petaluma Valley, call the
Petaluma Visitor Center at
707.769.0429, or toll free
877.2.PETALUMA or visit
Petaluma on the web at
www.visitpetaluma.com Order
a free comprehensive guide
including shopping, lodging
and restaurant listings, calendar of events, self-guided
walking tours and more on
the website or by calling the
Petaluma Visitor Center.

People’s Music
World’s Greatest Music
Store

Call 762-3260
Fax 762-0203
or e-mail
petalupost@aol.com
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July 20, 2003

T

he Petaluma Post is
Online at:

Ad Expires 8.3.03

PetalumaPost.com

Become a charter
advertiser and save.
For $20. a month
you can promote your
business or event online!
See us online for
details.

 Harmoniums
 Band
Instruments
 Picks
 Guitars
 Banjos
 Ukuleles
 Dulcimers
 Mandolins
 Celtic Harps
 Harmonicas
 Music Books
 Recorders















Pan Pipes
Rain Sticks
Bamboo Flutes
Micrphones
Headphones
Mallets
Gongs
Bongos
Bodhrans
Dumbeks
Indian Drums
Rattles
Tambourines















Shakerees
Strings
Kalimbas
Tuners
Metronomes
Slides
Cowbells
Cleaners
Violins
Cords
Autoharps
Cases
Lessons

Repairs • How-To Musical Video Rentals
Instrument Rentals

122 North Main St., Sebastopol, CA
707-823-7664
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Cinnabar Arts Presents

Post Dates

Afternoon of Wine and Roses

S

ummer afternoons in
Sonoma County conjure up visions of
beautiful rose bushes,
select local wines, delicious
hors d’oeuvres, and the lilting
strains of beautiful music.
The second annual Afternoon
of Wine and Roses, being held
at Petaluma’s historic Cinnabar Theater on Sunday, July
13th, brings all this and more.
Afternoon of Wine and Roses
features a tasting of a selection
of Sonoma County wines, as
well as an assortment of delectable hors d’oeuvres and desserts, along with a silent auction of Sonoma County wines
and beautiful rose bushes and
succulants. To complete the
afternoon’s enjoyment, Natalie Cox will perform Celtic,
folk and classical harp. Proceeds from the silent auction
will benefit Cinnabar Theater’s many programs and
productions.
Cinnabar Theater, opening its 30th season in September, 2003, is Sonoma County’s
only venue for professional
opera, dramatic and musical
theater. The Cinnabar offers

a challenging and enjoyable
smorgasbord of new and rare
works from around the world,
as well as a selection of classic
works, presented in an intimate and inviting environment, along with a complete
roster of youth classes and
productions.
Cinnabar’s
companies and productions
include Quicksilver II Theater Company, Cinnabar Opera Theater, Cinnabar Young
Repertory Theater, Opera in
the Schools and the Petaluma
Sings! choruses.
Afternoon of Wine and
Roses takes place Sunday,
July 13th, 2:00-5:00PM,
at Cinnabar Theater, 3333
Petaluma Boulevard North, in
Petaluma. Tickets are $20.00
in advance and $22.00 at
the door. Call the Cinnabar Theater Box Office at
707.763.8920 to purchase
tickets with a Mastercard or
Visa, or visit the Box Office
Monday through Friday,
10AM-4PM. Send email
to info@cinnabartheater.org
or log on to the website at
www.cinnabartheater.org .

August is the Great Quilt
Editon
Reach our readers, advertise
in the Post.
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Twenty
Sidewalk
Sales and
Counting

New This Year At The Fair
Jungle Jim’s Wine Bar

T

Drop into Jungle Jim’s
he Sonoma County Fair
brings the wine to Wine Wine Bar to taste select
Country Racing! Grab the Sonoma County Wines, ofkids and follow the hypnotic fered and poured daily by
beat of African drums to ex- local wineries, from 3:00-7:
he Petaluma Downtown perience all that is offered in 00 p.m. For your sampling
Association is planning the African Outpost, new this pleasure, tastes are available
its annual sidewalk sale. This year, and located in the Show- by the ounce or by the glass.
is the 20th year the event will case Café , adjacent to the A perfect way to integrate
be sponsored. Billed as the main Racing Grandstand en- wine tasting with your day
on-track.
Sidewalk Sale Extravaganza, it trance.
will be held Thursday, July
24th, Friday July 25th and Saturday July 26th during regular
business hours of participating establishments.
The sidewalk sale allows
downtown businesses to
showcase sale items in front of
their stores. There will be free
balloons for children, while
RESTORATIVE YOGA
supplies last and other fun
8 Week Series
activities.
Experience the release of tension and chronic
Thee will also be a raffle.
holding patterns through these deeply restful and
refreshing poses. A great antidote to feeling tired,
Participating businesses will
week or depleted. For beginners or to balance an
give out raffle tickets for every
active Yoga practice.
$10 in merchandise purchases
Sundays 10:30 am-12:00 pm
in their stores. Customers will
July 6th- August 24th
be able to use the raffle tickets
$80 for 8 week series or $12 drop in
to win a variety of prizes proONE DAY WORKSHOP
vided by the downtown stores
Coping with Our Inner Fear
such as T-shirts, art items and
Saturday, July 12th 10:30 am - 6:30 pm
gift certificates. The drawing
Presented by Rhonda Gerhard MFT
will be held after the sale is
Integrative Yoga instructor: Jean Grant Sutton
completed.
For more information,
call the Petaluma Downtown
Association at 707.762.9348.

T

Summer
Events

PETALUMA
CIT Y TRANSIT

SENIORS:
$15
STUDENTS: $25
ADULTS:
$30

Brake For Spring
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Meet Our Advertisers & Say You Saw Their Ad in the
PETALUMA POST
My priorities are simple.
They’re yours.

If it’s important to you,
it’s important to me.
Kathy Jensen
REALTOR®

The Trusted Name in
Petaluma Real Estate

(707) 775-2242

Phone 707.773.1271
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Petaluma Pete

The Devil’s Advocate

Canada & USA at WAR

Robbing the Family

By Richurd Somers

P
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ete returned to America
just in time to learn of the
Bush Kingdom’s plans to liberate Canada. Apparently,
while Pete was in the land of
Saab, it was proven beyond an
unreasonable doubt that there
were several advantages for a
“predawn vertical insertion”
to unshackle this country. A
man who carries a photo of
himself shaking hands with
the ace of spades stated the
following: “Rumor has it that
Canadians speak a similar language to us; they have a large
supply of oil that is screaming
to be liberated; and to date,
the citizenry has not objected
to our shooting looters in
other countries.”
Colin (why does he prefer
that pronunciation?) tried to
convince the powers that be
to first test our latest weapons
on Cuba. But it was Clinton,
not Bush, who enjoys a good
cigar. So that suggestion fell
on hearing-impaired ears.
The plan, favored by
most, was: (1) accuse the Canadian Prime Minister that
Canada has failed in securing
the border between us, (2)
accuse the French-speaking
peoples of Canada that they
are at fault for not supporting
us in capturing Saddam Hussein, Osama Bin Laden, and
the “Prince of Darkness,” that
French chap who provides the
light and ignition wiring for
all the cars that are built in
France, (3) convince Eskimos,
a population that pervades
Canadian Culture, that we
will make better use of the
oil that they control than
they can (we will give them
the rights to all the gambling

casinos we will construct
throughout the Northwest
Territories), and (4) after we
bomb the crap out of Toronto
(killing the SARS Virus as
a side benefit), we’ll rebuild
the infrastructure; and guarantee that the Ministry of Oil
Building will remain intact.
Some wanted us to guarantee
their museums would be safe.
Our answer was to promise
them that looters found exercising their newly-earned
freedoms, such as ransacking
museums, would be stripped
naked and paraded through
the streets of Vancouver or
whatever city the interim ruling party would prefer.
Rummy’s code name for
the foray is “Ice Men Cometh
Gambit.” It is expected to last
about a week, since there is
an ample Agent Orange supply readily available due to its
discontinued use by Native
Americans. Tricky had sold
them on the idea to defoliate
their reservations when its use
seemed doomed in Vietnam.
Sean Penn is sure to protest this attack, but none of
us Petalumans will listen to
his ranting. Instead, we will
remember how he protested
our attack on West Korea; a
country we didn’t know even
existed until May of last year.
The big yellow dog with
one ear smiles whenever Pete
talks war. He likes all the perquisites that come with global
societal success. Pete started
up Jean-Marie, his WWII
Jeep, reloaded the 12-guage,
sipped a Foster’s Bitter Ale,
and pondered.
Is this a great country or
what?

By Joe Tinney

A

t the end of the Iraq War
we learned that one of
Saddam Hussein’s sons loaded
up a whole bunch of trucks
with cash, maybe hundreds of
millions of dollars worth, and
drove it away from the capital,
where the money will never
be seen again.
Some were amazed.
“How can he do this?” they
asked. “Taking so much cash
from his own home like that,
and even within his own family. How can he do that?”
I was not surprised. Every
one of my children does the
same thing each time she goes
off to college.
A few months ago Gray
Davis was appalled to find
out California’s budget deficit, which he had predicted
would be small, was a big, fat,
monster, and it was growing
by the minute. Everything
was going out and nothing
was coming in, and no one
could figure out where the
money was going to come
from to pay for it.
Well, whoever designed
the California budget mess
must have children going to
college, because our college
budget is looking very much
like California’s.
Our youngest, Kassy,
got very good grades in high
school, so she was able to win
a partial scholarship. Do you
know what a partial scholarship is? It’s a device that enables the kid to go away to a
really expensive school.
“For only the same money

Fourth & “Sea”

REALLY BIG BURGERS!

Fish & Chips, Ice Cream and More!

phone orders welcome

707-762-6424

food to go, open 7 days for lunch & dinner

101 4th St. at C, Petaluma, CA

you have to spend sending me to a State School,”
she pointed out, “you could
send me where I really want
to go.” Then she mumbled
something I couldn’t hear, but
it sounded like “plus airfares,
long distance telephone calls,
baggage overcharges …”
And then she had another
point. “Well, I don’t have to
go to college,” she said. “I
could get married instead.”
Me: NOOO! NOOO!
NOOO!
I don’t remember what
happened after that, but they
found me under the couch in
a fetal position, clutching my
wallet. It’s a little better than
when my oldest kids were 18,
19, and 21 (I was in Vietnam
the other year) and they were
all in college at once. People
asked me how I did it.
“I’ve got this string of liquor stores in the Bay Area,” I
answered.
“I didn’t know you owned
liquor stores,” they would say.
“I don’t own them. I hold
them up.”
Exacerbating the problem
is that at least one of my kids
has moved back home and is
still living on our good will.
When we all gathered for
Father’s Day recently, one of
her older sisters chided her.
“You should move out
and be on your own. You feel
much better living on your
own and then asking Mom
and Dad for money.”
Enough of economics. As this issue comes out,

the Fourth of July is upon us,
and with it the age old debate:
Should fireworks be legal?
Modernly local governments look at injury statistics. Each year more than a
thousand people get burned
fingers, even from “safe and
sane” fireworks. Also, hundreds more are killed each
Fourth of July from traffic
accidents.
“This is wrong,” the local politicians say. “We’ve
got to get them away from
those fireworks and into their
cars, where we’ve got a better
chance to wipe them out.”
So they outlaw individual
fireworks and sponsor public
fireworks displays, which people will have to drive to see.
Here in enlightened
Petaluma we have both. So,
while you’re at the fireworks
show at the fairgrounds, and
you see your neighbor, who
was recently setting off his
own fireworks, waving at you,
be sure to greet him:
“Hello, Stubby, nice to
see you.”
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LOWEST RATES IN 41 YEARS - This beautifully restored 1879 Victorian is a
Sonoma County registered landmark. 2600 square foot main house features four bedrooms
& 2.5 baths. A newer carriage house adds an additional 1140 square foot office/guest space
with three-car garage. Two lush acres are professionally landscaped with hundreds of roses,
lavender, and rosemary plants. Jogging track. This property is heaven.
Call Linda Buffo (707) 769-4342.
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Linda Buffo
RESIDENTIAL
BROKERAGE

Sonoma County
Farm Bureau
 Supports sustainable agriculture and promotes local
farm products
 Promotes environmental protection, land stewardship
and conservation
 Works hard to protect agriculture and the right to
farm ordinance
 Educates the public on the importance of agriculture
to the local economy and our quality of life
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 Supports 4H & FFA Programs

The Voice of Agriculture
...Since 1917

ord Store
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A Unique Petaluma
Experience!

T WO NINER

DINER

Fun for the
Whole Family!
Children Love it!

While Dining Enjoy
A Beautiful View of the
Sonoma Mountains.
Deck Seating Available for
Plane Watching.
See Antiques and Warbirds
Fly In! See Helicopters and
Sky Diving Jumps!

BREAKFAST &
LUNCH SERVED

• Biscuits and Gravy
• Great Burgers
• Eggs Benedict
• Club Sandwiches
• Omelettes
• Fish and Chips
• Full Soda Fountain
• Steak and Much More!
Sonoma Mountains
ADOBE ROAD
East Washington St.

561 Sky Ranch Drive
at the Petaluma Airport

707-765-2900
Open Tuesday–Sunday
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Closed Monday

Runway
Saturday, July 12

7:30pm

T WO NINER

$12/14

Comedy Explosion 20

DINER

Mickey Joseph
Beth Sherman

Sky Ranch Dr. PETALUMA
AIRPORT

DJ Dave Matthias

10pm

featuring

Copper Wimmin
+

$10

Presents

more to be announced
9pm Saturday, July 26 & 27th
A benefit for

JUICY!

MCDOWELL BLVD.
8pm

Thursday, June 24

Gabriel Butterfield

$10/12

son of Paul Butterfield of the
Paul Butterfield Blues Band

Celebrate the birthday of

Haile Selassie

101

Santa
San Francisco

Rosa

BOOM SHAKA
+
DJ Sister Yasmin

=Advanced Tickets @ ticketweb.com
=Adv. Tix. @ The Last Day Saloon or Last Record Store

Saturday, June 7

8pm

featuring

Maria Muldar
+
Norton Buffalo
+
Maurice Jacox

with

www.lastdaysaloon.com

$7

Sonoma Tribes

Jeff Blazy From FOX 101.7

ELY ROAD

5:30pm
Sunday, July 20
Peace Warrior Project
presents

+
more to be announced

Crucial Dance Riddims

July
2003
Ngaio Bealum

$10

Saturday, June 14

7:30pm

2nd Anniversary Party
featuring

$12/14

Comedy Explosion 19

Mickey
V. I . P. R O O M
S AJoseph
VA I L A B L E F O R R E N T
Joe LouisCWalker
FOX
A L L 7 0 7 - Jeff
5 4Blazy
5 - 5From
87
6101.7
F O R R E S E R V AT I O N S

& the Bosstalkers

DJ Dave Matthias

10pm

comedians
SUNDAY

TUESDAY

Kenny Kane & Jeff Blazy
1

7:30pm

DJs
Happy
Hour

JUICY!
Freestyle
2

free

Rob Cervantes & Party Rock
Come by the club

$5

9pm
Saturday,
June 21
Wednesdays
Hors doeuvres & Champagne
with
for dinner and listen
Wine poured by Clo du Bois winery
DJ Rob Cervantes
to live acoustic
DJ Party
Rock
Accompanied byTuesday
acoustic music
+ guests
music
+ special



8pm

�$2

www.lastdaysaloon.com

+

Well
Drinks
Blackberry
Smoke
+
Free
Snacks
Meadowbrook Road

=Advanced Tickets @ ticketweb.com

�

=Adv. Tix. @ The Last Day Saloon or Last Record Store

Comedy Explosion 20

Thursday,
June 26
3PM
7PM $8/10
8

9pm

7:30pm

$8The

Tim & Greg

Disco

free From
9 Motherhips
$5

to live9pm
acoustic
music by

DJ Rob Cervantes
Saturday,
June 28
DJ Party Rock

10

+ special guests

Old Skool - Freestyle

7:30pm

free

June 2003

16

$5

Freestyle
Wednesdays
with

R&B - Motown - Funk

8pm

$5

Velvet
Jones
+

Pat Jordan
Mickey Joseph
Sonoma Tribes
BethV.
Sherman
$5 24 8pm $�0/�2
20 5:30pm
$5 22 7:30pm free 23
featuring
I
.
P.
R
O
O
M
S
AVA
I
L
A
B
L
E
F
O
R
R
E
N
T
Freestyle
Jeff Blazy From FOX 101.7
Come by the club
Boom
Wednesdays
Copper
Wimmin
for dinner
and R
listenVAT I O N S
C
A
L
L
7
0
7
5
4
5
5
8
76
F
O
R
R
E
S
E
10pm DJ Dave Matthias $10
Shaka
DJ
Rob
Cervantes
to
live
acoustic
+
Wileys Coyotes

Peace Warrior Project
presents
Sonoma Tribes
featuring

more to be announced
SUNDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
9pm Saturday,
July 26 & 27th
A
benefit
for
9pm
$5
3 7:30pm free
Gabriel Butterfield
8pmHappy
Thursday,
June 24 $10/12
Hour
Presents

JUICY!

Everyof the
son of Paul Butterfield
Come
Celebrate the birthday
of by the club
Paul Butterfield
Blues Band
Wednesday
and listen
featuring
Haile Selassie fortodinner
Room
1
live acoustic
with
Maria
Muldar
Tuesday
Hour
Glass
music by
+



thruSHAKA
BOOM
Ian Montgomery
Norton Lounge
Buffalo
Saturday

+

+

Copper Wimmin
+
more TBA

THURSDAY

5

27

8pm

A benefit for

Gabriel

music by

Ian Montgomery

Funk Rock

$5

29

FRIDAY

6

7:30pm

free

+ special guests

Old Skool - Freestyle

SATURDAY

$7

Friday Night
Fusion
with

DJ Dave Matthias
DJ Rob Cervantes
Party Rock + guests

$5 11

Double
$12
Take

17

4

R&B - Disco - Club - House

8pm

Tainted Love

Ian Scherrer

FRIDAY

$8

Cheeseballs

Come by the club
for dinner and listen
to live acoustic
DJ Rob Cervantes
DJ Party Rock
music by

$7

3

Old Skool - Freestyle

15

5:30pm Sunday, July 20
Peace Warrior Project
presents

THURSDAY

5 AM

+
Kaleidoscope
Freestyle
Come by the club
Bud Draft
Jordan
with Frank Hannon
from Tesla
Wednesdays
for dinner and listen Pat
with
�$2

Santa Rosa

7:30pm Saturday, July 12 $12/14

All free from 6pmthru
until 8pm
Saturday

$10

Presents
WEDNESDAY

Ska - Reggae - Rock

$�0

Mix 104.1

&
The Last
Day Saloon
Mix It
Up
Dance
Party

$7

The Yo Yo Pad
Presents

Battle of the
DJs #10
Hosted by

DJ Rob Cervantes
Plus

Rock the Mic

12

7:30pm $�2/�4

Comedy Explosion 20

Mickey Joseph
Beth Sherman
Jeff Blazy

DJ Dave Matthias
10pm presents $10

JUICY!

Present

19

$7

Cannonball
+

Sublogic
+

Jason

w/ radio personality

Mark Thomas

DJ
Dave Matthias

with
DJ
Rob
Cervantes
DJ Party Rock
+

+ special guests
DJ Sister Yasmin
DJ
Reggae
Old Skool - Freestyle
Party Rock
SATURDAY
30
$5 31
8pm
$5

$7 7
8pm $10
Freestyle
Zoo Station
Wednesdays
Come
by the club
Friday
Night
(U2 tribute band)
for dinner and listen DJ Rob with
2nd
Anniversary
Cervantes
+
Fusion DJ Party Rockw/ TBA
to live acoustic
+ special guests
musicwith

5

Groove Funk

26
A benefit for

Gabriel
Butterfield

son of Paul Butterfield of the
Paul Butterfield Blues Band
See above for details

Spinning the hottest
Mix hits as well as the
hottest dance tunes

Butterfield
The
Cherry
son of Paul Butterfield of the
Every Friday starting
Paul Butterfield Blues Band
Pickers
July 11th
DJ Dave Matthias Joe Louis Walker
+
DJ Rob Cervantes
& theDJ
Bosstalkers
Astral
Kitchen
Great
Food,
Bands,
S, Dancing & Comedy
See above for details

Old Skool - Freestyle

Partydoors
Rock + guests
9:00pm
for all shows unless shown otherwise

R&B - Disco - Club - House See above for details
120 5th
Street  Santa Rosa 95401  707.545.2343
We are
over$12/14
club after 9pm
8pm
$5 13
$7 a 21
14 &7:30pm

RocknRoll

Maurice
Jacox
3PM
 7PM
12
DJ Sister
Yasmin10 7:30pm free
DJ Rob
+ Cervantes
Preferred seating for shows when you make dinner reservations for at least 1 hour
�$2
Friday
Night
Explosion
19
Crucial Dance RiddimsCome by the club
Groove
more DJ
to be
announced
before
show
Doors Comedy
- Call for
Reservations
707.545.5876
Jose
Melendez
Ngaio
Bealum
Bud Draft
Fusion
Merchants
for dinner and listen DJ Party Rock
Mickey Joseph
with
CD Release Party
�$2
+
Jeff Blazy
to live acoustic
DJ
Dave
Matthias
Andy Graham
Well Drinks
Spinnin your favorite Old
music by
DJ Rob Cervantes DJ Dave Matthias
+
With
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